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S Y NO PSIS  –  FREE DO M TO WE R  

High above New York City construction is furiously paced to erect the new One 

World Trade Center.  The ironworkers of the Local 40 keep America’s most 

ambitious skyscraper climbing to the clouds. 

But when a materials elevator suddenly crashes, work is put on hold until the city 

building inspector arrives. 

And the city inspector is a Muslim. 

In a play about forgiveness, Freedom Tower pits the price of pain against the 110-

story-high tract of memory, and whether a new building is truly enough to help us 

move on. 

 

C H AR A CTE RS  ( 6M )  

MOUTH, 20s, white, male 

TRUCK, late 30s, white, male 

ALY NAFISI, 30s, Muslim, male 

SQUANTO, 40s, white, male 

JOHN TYLER, 40s, white, male 

KHAKI, 20s, male 

 

T I ME  

Tomorrow. 

 

PL A CE  

One World Trade Center, 90th floor, New York City. 
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S CE NES  

ACT I.  How It Started. 

ACT II.  Coconut Milk. 

ACT III.  The Outer Hoist. 

 

There is a single intermission between Act II and Act III. 

 

R U N  TI ME  

The estimated run time is 110 minutes. 

 

TH E S TA GE  

There are two primary playing areas: the 90th floor and the barroom at Buddies. 

The 90th floor represents a section of One World Trade Center under 

construction.  This is the aerie of the ironworker.  Steel beams and concrete floors 

are intact and that’s it.  There is no carpeting, no ceiling tile, and certainly no 

furnishing or finishing.  The principle element lying across the 90th stage floor is 

a single steel I-beam, ten feet long.  Strewn about the I-beam are triangular 

groupings of rebar, layers of sheeting, stacked rolls of cabling, and a couple 

flapping sheaths of industrial plastic to indicate the presence of wind.  Detritus 

completing the 90th floor facsimile include bent bolts, discarded nails, yellow 

buckets, and sheet dust.  There are no chairs and no tables. 

There is one entrance to the 90th floor.  Towards upstage right is a personnel 

elevator, or ‘man hoist’; a grated, orange construction cage with a front-facing 

sliding gate. 

Towards upstage left, once introduced during Act II, is a materials elevator, or 

‘outer hoist’; by contrast to the man hoist the outer hoist is of wooden-nailed, 

rickety flooring and open loose wired perimeter, with no walled restraint and 

dubious structural integrity. 

The union bar Buddies is at downstage left.  It resembles any shadowy walkdown 

drinking spot in lower Manhattan.  A single wraparound wooden bar is flanked by 

stools.  A picture frame sits atop the bar.  
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“Collect about me the innumerable swarm 

of my fellows; 

Let them hear my confessions, let them 

groan at my unworthiness; 

Let them blush at my meanness! 

Let each of them discover his heart in his 

turn with the same sincerity; 

And then let any one of them tell thee if he 

dares: I was a better man.” 

—Confessions, Jean Jacques Rousseau 
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A C T O NE :  HO W IT  ST AR TE D.  

S CE NE 1  

Morning. 

90th floor of One World Trade Center. 

It is a trenchant day for the ironworkers as 

the winter wind strafes the exposed steel 

framing of a new skyscraper under 

construction. 

We hear the pounding of sledgehammers, 

the swinging of truck-mounted cranes, iron 

beams clanging into place, welding, drills, 

and the hearty squawking of laboring men.  

We also hear the distant sounds of dump 

truck back-up beeps, the clangorous 

hammering of marking pegs, and the 

reverberant roar of machines moving earth. 

But then we hear a sharp fissure, an electric 

crackle, and the unabated collapse of iron in 

free fall, falling, falling, falling...and a crash 

like thunder. 

MOUTH alone.  He talks towards the 

audience. 

MOUTH 

You want to know how it started. 

I guess, four years ago I saw on the news how the rebuild at ground zero was still 

some hole-in-the-dirt getting mucked around by politicians. 

At the time I was just starting out the basic welder course at my local.  The guy 

teaching said don’t worry, ground zero’s still gonna get done.  He said thousands 

would get hired for the biggest job we’d see in our lifetime. 

Tallest building in New York, tallest in America. 
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MOUTH [CONT] 

I thought just get through the course and get my time in and maybe someday, if 

I’m lucky. 

But the teacher guy took me aside and said: you want on?  I can get you on. 

He said: whaddya think your dues are going for? 

He told me to talk to one guy, who put me on another guy, who said show up 

tomorrow morning, One World Trade Center. 

I barely had time to pack. 

And just like that there I was, meeting the man they call Truck, hiking out on a 

six-inch beam, breathing cloud. 

I’d never been that high. 

And yeah, now, I guess you can sit there and say the higher you go the farther 

you… 

We don’t talk about the fall. 

Anyway, you want to know how it started. 

TRUCK and SQUANTO, a chantey. 

MOUTH moves back among them.  

SQUANTO holds a camera. 

TRUCK 

C’mon-iron, what-you-got? 

TRUCK & SQUANTO 

Bones-and-muscle, all-I-got! 

TRUCK 

C’mon-iron, what-you-got? 

TRUCK & SQUANTO 

Bones-and-muscle, all-I-got! 

TRUCK 

Raise-that-iron, hit-the-top! 
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TRUCK & SQUANTO 

Bones-and-muscle, all-I-got! 

TRUCK 

Ha ha!  Alright now, give newfie here some room, mister freaky flexibility’s 

gonna serenade us with somethin’ songbird sweet. 

SQUANTO 

These ears wanna hear ‘Hail the Mornin’ Sun.’ 

TRUCK 

Oooh, normally a suitable request, but I’m feelin’ rather nice so I’m gonna allow 

singer’s choice.  Besides, Hail the Mornin’ Sun, be the moon before the poor guy 

finishes all six hundred verses. 

SQUANTO 

Alright newfie, sing us somethin’! 

TRUCK 

Ay, ay, back up a little, huh?  Newfie can’t sing with your camera up his face. 

SQUANTO 

I’m capturin’ for posterity.  Sing sweet little bird. 

MOUTH 

I’m supposed...to sing? 

TRUCK 

A plus in comprehension, this guy. 

MOUTH 

I...I...I can’t sing. 

TRUCK 

You-you-you can’t sing, we’re fifteen hundred feet above street, who’s gunna 

hear? 

MOUTH 

You.  And uh... 

TRUCK 

Squanto. 
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MOUTH 

Him. 

SQUANTO 

All newfies must sing.  Standard union hazing. 

TRUCK 

And you don’t wanna disappoint the union.  Just remember: draw in all that fresh 

winter air.  Breath powers the pipes.  February air so crisp and cold you can 

practically sing just by connectin’ breath from nose to heart.  That’s the 

ironworker, a song in every breath!  Alright, nice and loud so we can get back to 

work for a livin’. 

SQUANTO 

Let’s go already, for the 40! 

MOUTH 

I don’t know any songs. 

TRUCK 

You don’t know any songs?  What the hell is the international brotherhood 

teachin’ ya’?  Can’t top out without a tune.  Welder 101, how to sing.  Welder 

102, how to look good while singin’. 

SQUANTO 

And then all that stuff ‘bout safety. 

TRUCK 

Any beam bronco who’s ever hoisted up to top out sings for that first paycheck.  

For that first slip ‘a sun breakin’ horizon, when the sky brews orange, and perched 

on a steel branch over raw New York City is you, silhouette against the fadin’ 

night watch moon.  And it’s quiet, so quiet you’re afraid to startle the city with 

that first rackety smack a’ hammer.  Say bang, wake up down there!  Ironworker 

soundin’ the alarm!  Hear me sing America cuz the ironworker got your song in 

his chest and a beam up his crotch!  Song is what drives the man.  And if that man 

don’t have a song, their day can’t start.  So sing! 

SQUANTO 

Before my battery runs out. 

TRUCK 

Man has a point.  We might be highest-paid most-laid but wastin’ a cell phone 

battery’s a serious offense these days. 
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MOUTH 

Maybe I could dance. 

Beat. 

SQUANTO 

Did he just say dance? 

MOUTH 

Instead of sing. 

TRUCK 

You wanna dance. 

SQUANTO 

Are we talking pasties or no, cuz I don’ wanna capture— 

MOUTH 

Just dance. 

SQUANTO 

I’m gunna be embarrassed for you, newfie. 

TRUCK 

Hey, c’mon now, kid fantastic here dances even half as good as he slides across 

beams, we might be in for a treat. 

SQUANTO 

Whatever, all I’ve got so far’s a couple minutes a’ bullshit. 

TRUCK 

Man has a point.  Time is beer. 

MOUTH 

I’ll just dance.  Okay? 

TRUCK 

Your funeral. 

MOUTH breaks into some serious dancing 

moves. 

TRUCK 

Oh my, slipping and sliding! 
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SQUANTO 

He’s got juice! 

TRUCK 

World Trade Center dance party!  C’mon-iron, what-you-got? 

TRUCK & SQUANTO 

Bones-and-muscle, all-I-got! 

TRUCK 

C’mon-iron, what-you-got? 

TRUCK & SQUANTO 

Bones-and-muscle, all-I-got! 

TRUCK 

Raise-that-iron, hit-the-top! 

TRUCK & SQUANTO 

Bones-and-muscle, all-I-got! 

TRUCK 

Check out our Newfie! 

SQUANTO 

C’mon juice, I’m sure to top out on this! 

They don’t hear the man hoist until it 

arrives, clanging into position.  JOHN 

TYLER is aboard, killing the mood. 

SQUANTO scrambles to put away the 

camera, to make himself look busy. 

SQUANTO 

Someone needs to put a horn on that guy. 

TYLER passes through the man hoist gate, 

enters the work area. 

SQUANTO 

Mister Tyler. 
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TRUCK 

You’re up kinda early, John.  Didn’t know union agents rose with the shine. 

JOHN 

I came to see how we’re faring. 

TRUCK 

Typical local 40, hard at party. 

JOHN 

[To TRUCK] That where the hoist used to be? 

SQUANTO 

Yes, sir. 

JOHN 

[To TRUCK] We know what happened yet? 

SQUANTO 

No, sir. 

JOHN 

Goddamn mess. 

SQUANTO 

Yes, sir. 

JOHN 

[To TRUCK] When do you think we’ll have it up and running? 

TRUCK 

John, I thought you might be stopping by to bring us milk and cookies, not to lead 

the inquisition. 

JOHN 

Seeing my people almost got killed. 

TRUCK 

Ay, nobody got killed.  All your nice little lads from Local 40 are in perfect 

workin’ condition.  And workin’ the problem, so— 

JOHN 

I see you’re working. 
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TRUCK 

Got your best men on the job. 

JOHN 

It’s, uh… 

SQUANTO 

Squanto, senior connector. 

JOHN 

Squinto. 

SQUANTO 

Squanto. 

JOHN 

Who the hell is this runt? 

TRUCK 

[To MOUTH] Yes, right after singin’ you get the business rep from the largest 

ironworker union in the Apple showin’ up to personally welcome you to the force. 

JOHN 

I’m here because the city is a touch nerved since the outer hoist accident. 

TRUCK 

Let’s not call it an accident. 

JOHN 

The hell else would you call it?  A full collapse? 

TRUCK 

It’s on temporary leave. 

JOHN 

I came here because I have two items to discuss.  Before the rest of Saturday 

shows up. 

TRUCK 

Can I have my construction site back? 

JOHN 

Item number one: the Knicks. 
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TRUCK 

They suck. 

JOHN 

Can you listen? 

TRUCK 

They still suck, can I have my site back? 

JOHN 

The Knicks called the Port Authority who called the Lower Manhattan 

Development Corps who called the Mayor’s office who called me at union 

headquarters.  The Knicks are interested in featuring the rebuilding effort and the 

city likes the idea of public reassurance. 

TRUCK 

And I want one ‘a them Knicks girls but we all live with disappointment. 

JOHN 

They’re seeking nominations as to who should stand center court at halftime.  

Originally, it looked like someone from the 580. 

SQUANTO 

Ah, bullshit, 580.  Bunch a fuckin’ ladies, 580s. 

TRUCK 

They’re the ones probably botched the outer hoist in the first place. 

JOHN 

If you’d shut up for five seconds— 

TRUCK 

I shuddup for five seconds you’d know I’m dead. 

JOHN 

--then you’d hear I told them the 580 ladies are window dressing and the Local 40 

is the reason we’ve made it this high this fast.  I told them our living legend, after 

his brother died on 9/11, connected his way up from the union ranks to foreman 

for Ferrum Construction. 

TRUCK 

Yeah? 
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JOHN 

But I left out the fact you can’t pass a simple state welding test. 

TRUCK 

Hey, I passed, they just don’t know it yet. 

SQUANTO 

So it’s gunna be Truck fuckin’ up a layup? 

JOHN 

It’s whoever the city selects representing the ironworkers, shaking hands with the 

Mayor at center court, and smiling like an idiot. 

TRUCK 

Lord knows I’ve smiled for plenty ‘a idiots!  Well, hopefully Mikey’s been out 

bendin’ the ear ‘a whoever inside city hall makes that decision, since we ain’t 

seen him roun’ here. 

JOHN 

Item number two. 

SQUANTO 

Yeah, Mister Tyler, where is Mikey?  He sick? 

JOHN 

No. 

SQUANTO 

Transferred? 

JOHN 

Who are you again? 

TRUCK 

John, we ain’t even see Mikey on ‘is stool at Buddies. 

JOHN 

The outer hoist accident has the Port Authority renewing their concerns over, 

shall we say, construction infirmity.  The Authority called the Development Corps 

who called the Mayor’s office who called city Buildings who called the Local 40. 

TRUCK 

Why don’t the Authority start callin’ me direct, save everyone a lot ‘a trouble. 
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JOHN 

They’re troubled about the recent string of conspicuous mishaps. 

TRUCK 

Well you tell ‘em to slap on a hardhat and get their ass up here to the ninetieth 

floor, see for themselves what trouble looks like. 

JOHN 

Truck— 

TRUCK 

Checklists have been checked, steel has been connected, bolts welded.  On time. 

JOHN 

This isn’t about being on time. 

TRUCK 

They think I’m cuttin’ corners? 

JOHN 

They think there’s been an accident. 

TRUCK 

They think I’m chopping welds to make date? 

JOHN 

The Port Authority wants everything tip-top. 

TRUCK 

And I don’t? 

JOHN 

There can’t be a one hundred and fourth floor without a ninetieth floor.  Which is 

why they fired Mikey. 

SQUANTO 

What? 

TRUCK 

Fired Mikey? 

JOHN 

As reported by my informant.  Mikey walked into the office and they had his stuff 

packed in a box.  Handed him the box and walked him out. 
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TRUCK 

That ain’t right. 

JOHN 

Doesn’t matter. 

TRUCK 

This wasn’t his fault. 

JOHN 

What matters are the reports of tumult, the waves of untidiness.  The outer hoist 

crash. 

TRUCK 

We’re exposed everywhere. 

JOHN 

Then clean it up. 

TRUCK 

I’m workin’ on it. 

JOHN 

With this guy and some runt? 

TRUCK 

With three men. 

JOHN 

The city wants shortcomings corrected so that construction can get back to full 

speed, before anyone else, especially the press, learns about the outer hoist.  And 

Mikey isn’t here to help. 

TRUCK 

But we are, John.  Seven days a week.  On union scale. 

JOHN 

I’m here as a courtesy, okay?  Local 40 business rep to the foreman of Ferrum 

Construction.  The city made an example of Mike.  And maybe they’re not 

finished. 
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SQUANTO 

Mister Tyler, there’ll be someone replacin’ Mikey?  Someone coming in as new 

Buildings Inspector? 

TYLER goes to the man hoist. 

JOHN 

[To TRUCK] Fix the problem.  I’ll let you know about the Knicks. 

TYLER shuts the man hoist cage, lowers 

down, out. 

MOUTH 

So I don’t have to sing then? 

SQUANTO 

I sure don’t feel like dancin’.  Truck? 

MOUTH moves out, speaks towards the 

audience. 

MOUTH 

Truck was the kind of man who’d spit an order and you followed.  His word was 

comfort commandment. 

TRUCK 

Let’s go to Buddies. 

MOUTH 

But it was obvious something bigger was going on between Truck and Mr. Tyler, 

like two reluctant parents fighting in front of their kids. 

There were those rare moments Truck wasn’t talking. 

When no one else was around, I’d catch him staring hard over the cold city with 

this lonely grimace. 

His silence was always louder than the noise. 

Which in this moment went on for an uncomfortable beat until the man hoist 

returned at which point Squanto said— 

SQUANTO 

Knicks game. 
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MOUTH 

Breaking Truck’s spell. 

TRUCK 

What?  Speak up totem pole! 

SQUANTO 

[Shouting over the noise of the arriving man hoist] Knicks!  Game! 

MOUTH 

And then Truck shoved us with two huge hands onto the man hoist, and he 

slammed the gate home and kicked the lever down, and that smile came back, and 

the talk about how he’d have to take a shower to have any chance with a Knicks 

girl. 

Man hoist lowers. 

Lights shift. 
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S CE NE 2  

Buddies, a bar. 

MOUTH still alone, speaking towards the 

audience. 

MOUTH 

Buddies. 

A walkdown union bar on Fulton street for union guys only, they won’t even 

serve if you’re not on the job. 

In the back a guy comes once a week to give haircuts. 

Downstairs, the card games and the usual rumors. 

But it’s a bar first, a place where you talk loose, where you trade in the unlucky 

secrets of yourself. 

TRUCK and SQUANTO enter. 

TRUCK 

They not open this early? 

SQUANTO 

We never been here this early. 

TRUCK 

To drink. 

SQUANTO leans over the bar, helps himself 

to a glass, a bottle. 

MOUTH 

The only difference between Buddies and the 90th floor was that falling down 

drunk at Buddies wouldn’t kill you. 

MOUTH joins the others, hanging back a 

bit. 

TRUCK 

[To MOUTH] Alright newfie, welcome to Buddies, your work away from home.  

You like? 
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MOUTH does his shrug. 

SQUANTO 

Beats the 90th floor. 

TRUCK 

It’s warmer, that’s for sure.  Plus, no clocks on the wall.  Here, time don’t come 

on the hour. 

SQUANTO 

[To MOUTH]  Don’t sleep in the bathroom.  Rats.  [To TRUCK]  Newfie stands. 

TRUCK 

He may have to steal, if Khaki ain’t here. 

SQUANTO 

[To OFF] Ay TMZ, let’s go! 

KHAKI [OFF] 

Not open! 

SQUANTO 

[To OFF] Y’are now, shitballs! 

KHAKI enters, wearing thin gloves on his 

hands. 

KHAKI 

Oh, hi Truck. [To SQUANTO] Sleep in the bathroom again? 

SQUANTO 

Your mother wishes. 

TRUCK and SQUANTO flash their union 

cards, hold up to KHAKI. 

KHAKI 

I know who you are. 

TRUCK 

Rules are rules.  Always followed and nobody gets hurt. 

KHAKI 

It’s too early for rules. 
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TRUCK 

Maybe for the 580 and window washers. 

KHAKI 

[Placing out bottles, filling bowls] Got you coming up. 

TRUCK 

Thanks. 

KHAKI 

[Re: MOUTH] Wait, is he... 

TRUCK 

What? 

KHAKI 

With you. 

TRUCK 

You think he dresses like that to follow me around? 

SQUANTO 

Everybody follows you around, Truck. 

KHAKI 

You sure? 

TRUCK 

Sure what? 

KHAKI 

That he’s with you. 

TRUCK 

This my new guy on the...wait, why? 

KHAKI 

Yesterday afternoon there were two undercovers in here. 

SQUANTO 

Ah, shit. 
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KHAKI 

I didn’t recognize them.  They sat at the end of the rail.  Some construction guys  

showed shortly after and I poured and they were yammerin’ away and before I 

knew what was happening the undercovers moved in. 

TRUCK 

Port Authority cops. 

KHAKI 

Said they’d be banned from the site. 

TRUCK 

Can always tell the amateurs not smart enough to keep their drink quiet. 

SQUANTO 

Fuckin’ subcontractors.  [To MOUTH] Port Authority is watchin’ you. 

KHAKI 

So he’s cool. 

TRUCK 

[To MOUTH] You undercover? 

MOUTH shakes his head. 

KHAKI 

Hi.  First time? 

MOUTH nods. 

SQUANTO 

He might make it. 

KHAKI 

He might want a stool. 

TRUCK 

[To MOUTH] Khaki’s a sweetheart, but don’t tell nobody ‘less this place gets 

popular. 

SQUANTO 

Ay, how come he gets a stool?  All the other newfies stand. 
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TRUCK 

Maybe you could be a little more accommodatin’. 

SQUANTO 

Does it have to sing?  Does it have to stand? 

KHAKI 

Does it have a name? 

TRUCK 

[Thinks] Mouth. 

KHAKI 

Okay Mouth, take this stool, and drink this slow.  Otherwise, you might not make 

it to this afternoon. 

TRUCK 

Thanks, Khaki. 

KHAKI 

Speaking of disappearing acts, where’s Mikey been hiding?  What. 

SQUANTO 

Raw subject. 

TRUCK 

Mikey has been made an example.  A casualty ‘a my failure. 

KHAKI 

I don’t… 

TRUCK 

He got fired. 

SQUANTO 

It ain’t right.  For one lousy accident, wasn’t even his fault. 

TRUCK 

Knock off the accident talk, will ya? 

SQUANTO 

Well, that’s what it was, right?  An accident? 
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TRUCK 

We don’t know what it was. 

KHAKI 

What what was? 

TRUCK 

It don’t concern you. 

SQUANTO 

Why wouldn’t it be an accident? 

TRUCK 

Ay, Khaki here just announced he’s infected with Authority snoops and you’re 

runnin’ your lip.  The outer materials hoist, which was unmanned at the time, 

happened to collapse and happened to freefall and happened to crash into the 

ground.  We don’t know why.  Coulda been a loose weld.  Coulda been the Mayor 

humpin’  his mistress during a midnight picnic joyride.  Coulda been anythin’.  

But what it ain’t gonna be is us sittin’ in here sayin’ it’s because ‘a one ‘a our 

own.  We’ve been quality iron since the first beam. 

KHAKI 

Well, I’m just glad nobody fell. 

TRUCK 

Ay, ay.  We don’t talk about that. 

SQUANTO 

Yeah, no talk ‘a fallin’. 

TRUCK 

Don’t even say the word. 

SQUANTO 

Don’t even think about it.  Don’t even think about thinkin’ about it. 

KHAKI 

Well, now that somehow seems kind of impossible. 

SQUANTO 

It’s how it is. 
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TRUCK 

Plenty ‘a danger going around as it is.  Sleepin’ under an old roof.  Breathin’ the 

air some factory’s pollutin.  Walkin’ down the street with all these goddamn 

Muslims packin’ bombs under their doo-rags.  Today could be your day. 

KHAKI 

Every day’s my day!  I respect superstition, though.  Especially you guys, 

toughest gig in town. 

TRUCK 

Drink to that! 

KHAKI 

But, still, just curious.  Did you ever come close?  To falling? 

MOUTH speaks towards the audience. 

MOUTH 

People talk about heroes.  People talk about legends.  Myths of the past, from 

some other time. 

But he wasn’t from some other time. 

He was in front of me, right there in front of me. 

He was carved out from life, the world seeming to fall into him, whenever he 

spoke, whenever he moved. 

As though he had been erected. 

TRUCK 

I was young, like Mouth here, boomin’ up some new bridge by the harbor, 

working sixty hours a week to rivet water tanks for the connectors up top.  Not 

just any connector, this was Harry Hook-On. 

SQUANTO 

The Harry Hook-On story. 

TRUCK 

Harry Hook-On cuz he could hook beam to column like no one else.  I remember 

it just so happened I leaned back to wipe off some sweat— 

KHAKI 

I heard you didn’t sweat. 
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TRUCK 

Only when sweatin’.  So I happen to lean back and that’s when I see Harry Hook-

On go reachin’ too far for a beam comin’ off the crane.  He got his tie rope 

whipped ‘round his body.  Just like that, opened him up, sliced his throat back to 

front.  Whaddya do.  I climb the outer steel framework, must ‘a been twenty 

floors, grippin’ the fascia edges and haulin’.  I climb up there and Harry Hook-

On’s blood’s sprayin’ all over.  I wrap him up, use my shirt, anythin’ to stop the 

bleedin’, and I’m sayin’ to him, stay with me, but he’s just gurglin’ red.  Finally 

got a tight wrap and we go down. 

SQUANTO 

Tell ‘em how you went down. 

TRUCK 

I held Harry in one hand and rappelled the crane rope in the other. 

KHAKI 

No way. 

TRUCK 

When the ambulance showed those jokers wanted to see the cut.  I told ‘em: don’t 

unwrap ‘til the hospital.  Was the closest I ever come to fallin’, my blood-soaked 

boots slippin’ along beams all the rest a’ that day. 

KHAKI 

What happened to Harry Hook-On? 

TRUCK 

Came back a couple days later.  Foreman made me and Harry Hook-On connector 

partners.  Then Harry had a heart attack.  That time he did die in my arms. 

SQUANTO 

And Truck’s been sendin’ part ‘a his paycheck to the widow since. 

TRUCK 

Hey, knock it. 

SQUANTO 

It’s true.  The men all know it. 

TRUCK 

We don’t squawk on other’s finances. 
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KHAKI 

How about another? 

TRUCK 

You want stories, get a jukebox. 

KHAKI 

I meant drink. 

TRUCK 

I drink too much my leg gets wicked. 

SQUANTO 

I drink too much my hands get cuffed. 

KHAKI 

No charge. 

TRUCK 

Alright, one, all around. 

SQUANTO 

Newfie here hasn’t even dented his first. 

TRUCK 

Leave ‘im alone, will ya?  You worry ‘bout the outer hoist. 

KHAKI 

So Mouth isn’t the new…? 

TRUCK 

He’s apprenticin’ out the journeyman.  Who knows about the next Buildin’ 

‘spector.  City won’t find anyone better than Mikey, I’ll tell you that much.  

Mikey was good, real straight, boom boom, this is what needs to get done when.  

Hey.  To toppin’ out.  Hard hats and acrobats!  To Mikey. 

SQUANTO 

To Mikey. 

TRUCK 

May we see ya on the next site! 

ALL drink, MOUTH tries to follow, gags. 
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TRUCK and SQUANTO get up, salute 

KHAKI and then each rub the top of the 

picture frame resting atop the bar, almost a 

refined gesture. 

On their exit, MOUTH remains behind. 

KHAKI 

[The picture frame] Truck’s brother.  For luck. 

Lights shift. 
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S CE NE 3  

MOUTH, alone, talking towards the 

audience. 

MOUTH 

The Local 40 is known as a mixed local, lots of different types of iron work: 

rigging, reinforcing, welding, tying...and connecting. 

Connectors are the big dogs of high steel, the ironworkers you see way up top, 

hanging steel beam by beam. 

When steel swoops in from the crane, a connector has to grab it like a rabbit.  Try 

it with a crosswind. 

Connectors are type T personalities, the T for thrill. 

Why most go without a safety line.  Connectors think they can handle anything. 

Probably why we don’t get along with others.  Iron’s kinda blunt.  Squanto yells 

to me— 

SQUANTO 

Hey Mouth, you know how many times I hadda help a carpenter?  None, they all 

fall. 

MOUTH 

The Local 40 goes back a hundred years.  Mostly German Jews back then.  Two 

words that really don’t go so well together anymore. 

Still all big American men putting up towers, schools, power plants. 

Still without fear. 

It’s like Truck said— 

TRUCK 

Fallin’ won’t get you killed.  Dyin’ gets you killed.  And it sure beats disability. 

Lights shift. 
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S CE NE 4  

90th floor, day. 

SQUANTO near TRUCK, who adjusts and 

restocks MOUTH’s tool belt. 

SQUANTO 

My partner.  My partner? 

TRUCK 

Ay, Squanto. 

SQUANTO 

I’m a senior connector, been doin’ this for twenty years, I don’t need a partner. 

TRUCK 

Go easy. 

SQUANTO 

I go one foot in front of the other, alone. 

TRUCK 

This kid has serious talent. 

SQUANTO 

This kid looks more cable than steel. 

TRUCK 

Are you foreman here or me? 

SQUANTO 

This newfie ain’t never put beam to column and you want to partner him with 

me? 

TRUCK 

This entire site is shut down until we clear the problem.  So I got my best men up 

here. 

SQUANTO 

Best men.  You losin’ your mind? 

TRUCK 

You losin’ your touch, old man? 
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SQUANTO 

What’s ‘at supposed to mean. 

TRUCK 

How we know the outer hoist wasn’t somethin’ you missed? 

SQUANTO 

I don’t need a partner. 

SQUANTO goes. 

TRUCK 

Ay, don’t worry about Squanto.  C’mere, you’re missin’ a second mallet.  Slide 

your beater and crow to the side, like this.  And always pack a dozen bolts in your 

hip-pouch, okay?  A man is only as good as his screw.  Oh, and if anyone asks, 

you’re apprenticin’ out the journeyman. 

MOUTH does his shrug. 

TRUCK 

Say it. 

MOUTH 

I strap on a second //mallet— 

TRUCK 

//Ay, ay, ay.  Apprenticin’ out the journeyman.  Say it. 

MOUTH 

Apprenticing out of the journeyman. 

TRUCK 

Ain’t like they’d question anyway. 

MOUTH 

Who? 

TRUCK 

Don’t worry.  The way you hop across beams, no one’s gonna question. 

MOUTH 

Question? 
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TRUCK 

Just do what I tell you, alright?  You young guys, always want answers.  I could 

give you the answer and you still wouldn’t know.  So watch, absorb. 

MOUTH 

Apprenticing out of the journeyman. 

TRUCK 

Yeah, but don’t say it so exact.  Mutter a little, like your tongue’s the last thing to 

get the memo. 

MOUTH 

Okay, sure. 

TRUCK 

Because you’re the highline connector.  When you speak, you speak with the 

voice ‘a iron.  Ground to sun, there is no fear.  The sun can’t burn you, you burn 

the sun. 

MOUTH 

This is all I’ve wanted to do. 

TRUCK 

Good, because you got some serious talent, you know that?  I never seen anyone 

do like you do.  You stick with me, I’ll make a career a’ ya’. 

MOUTH 

Yes, sir. 

TRUCK 

Just Truck. 

MOUTH 

Yes sir, Truck. 

TRUCK 

Where you from? 

MOUTH 

Nowhere, really. 

TRUCK 

Good, that’s good.  Anyone asks, exactly what you tell ‘em. 
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MOUTH 

The Port Authority? 

TRUCK 

C’mere.  There’s a lotta crazies running ‘round this place.  And I’m not talking 

about the Port Authority cops or the Indian bloodline hotheads like Squanto or the 

business reps all tryin’ to squeeze juice outta this boondoggle.  You bring a girl up 

here at night, treat ‘er to the best view in the city, you’ll see who I mean.  Fuckin’ 

Muslims.  Scamperin’ along the ground down there like rats.  You see one ‘a 

them punjabs, you don’t just put a boot on it, you send a mallet here through its 

face.  All rats need to be slaughtered, before the masses ‘a ‘em claw into our way 

‘a life. 

SQUANTO [OFF] 

Think I got something! 

TRUCK 

[To OFF] Then put down the camera and get it!  [To MOUTH] My grandfather 

rodbusted during the Depression.  Back then you were lucky to go without losin’ 

a hand, or somethin’.  When the somethin’ happened my Grandma got a couple 

bucks and a doff a’ the cap.  Thirty years later, when the somethin’ happened 

again, my Ma at least got the pieces from my old man’s hardhat.  My grandfather 

welded, my father welded, but my older brother?  Firefighter.  Died on 9/11, right 

here.  Still haven’t found his body, not a uniform badge, not even the button off 

his coat.  We got protected burial grounds for Squanto’s people, but here?  We’re 

rushin’ up a hundred and some odd floors so the Trumps ‘a the world can flush 

gold toilets while apologizin’ those rat rag-heads didn’t get their mosque on the 

very spot they buried my brother. 

SQUANTO [OFF] 

Hey Truck! 

TRUCK 

[To OFF] I’m talkin’ with Mouth here!  [To MOUTH]  I’m gonna protect you.  

Talent like yours needs protectin’.  I may not be with the 40 anymore but that 

don’t mean I don’t protect all my men.  We’re gonna get someplace. 

MOUTH 

We. 
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TRUCK 

Yes, we, the plural ‘a you and I.  Right now we’re sitting on the ninetieth floor.  

But soon we’re gonna top out.  Taller than how it was before the rats took it 

down.  And everyone with it.  They’ll see us cheerin’, hey boys thanks for all 

your hard work.  Then they’ll forget about why we were even here as they send us 

onto the next job.  Got it? 

MOUTH nods. 

TRUCK 

Then listen to what I’m sayin’. 

MOUTH moves, speaks towards the 

audience. 

MOUTH 

He kept talking. 

TRUCK speaks in background, we barely 

hear him.  MOUTH in the foreground. 

MOUTH 

But I didn’t hear a word he said. 

A career, this life, the best gig 

in the world. 

Non-union. 

I wasn’t sure how that would 

work but I didn’t care. 

The man they called Truck saw 

something in me, something he 

cared to nurture, to protect. 

At that moment, I would have 

done anything to please him. 

TRUCK 

Right here.  Rubber insulation, 

believe that?  They didn’t check 

leads prior to welding and the 

outer hoist gets splayed.  Now 

the welds all over could be bad.  

So this whole thing is held up 

until the leads are checked and 

closed.  High amperage cable 

with electric tape?  Something 

this important, with this much 

attention, and crews are 

jeopardizing lives? 

TRUCK 

[Continuing] Anyway, that’s what’s going on.  Everything’s held up on the 

ninetieth floor here until we figure out what’s been going on. 
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We hear the man hoist rising up. 

SQUANTO enters, carrying a weld in one 

hand, the camera in the other hand. 

SQUANTO 

Ay, Truck, I’m telling you, I think I got something here. 

The man hoist rises up into view.  ALY 

NAFISI is on the hoist. 

The man hoist stops.  ALY gingerly opens 

the cage door, steps out, looking obviously 

Muslim.  ALY moves awkwardly, seeming 

very out of place. 

ALY 

Hello.  Excuse me.  Good morning. 

ALY accidentally stumbles over the i-beam, 

almost tripping. 

ALY 

Sorry. 

SQUANTO 

What the fuck are you? 

ALY 

I am looking for, uh, Truck.  Truck?  Hi.  I am Aly Nafisi, engineer with the city.  

I was told to come find you. 

MOUTH 

So.  You wanted to know how it started? 

ALY 

I am the new Buildings Inspector. 

MOUTH 

That’s how it started. 

 

E N D A CT ON E.  
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A C T T WO : CO CON U T MI L K.  

S CE NE 5  

Buddies. 

TRUCK and JOHN TYLER, en media res. 

TRUCK 

I’m ‘anna tell ya— 

JOHN 

Will you just listen— 

TRUCK 

No, you listen— 

JOHN 

Hey— 

TRUCK 

You don’t even know— 

JOHN 

I don’t know what.  Tell me what I don’t know. 

TRUCK 

The ninetieth floor ain’t terrorist appreciation week. 

JOHN 

Well, that’s...that’s just sterile. 

TRUCK 

Sterile, what the fuck is that? 

JOHN 

Counterproductive. 

TRUCK 

You wanna do your backroom business talk, fine, but as far as the tower goes we 

ain’t anywhere near productive with turbanhead on site. 

JOHN 

And why is that. 
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TRUCK 

Take your eyes off the paperwork, John, might notice your rank-and-file a big 

flock ‘a nonsterile WASPs. 

JOHN 

And so somehow this… 

TRUCK 

Punjab. 

JOHN 

...interim Buildings Inspector. 

TRUCK 

Is gonna spark a nerve.  The men won’t take kindly. 

JOHN 

Why don’t you say what you really mean. 

TRUCK 

I thought I just did. 

JOHN 

You don’t play politics so well.  Subtlety’s not your game. 

TRUCK 

The city just hired the Muslim Brotherhood. 

JOHN 

Just hired, Mikey probably hired him years ago. 

TRUCK 

How do you know? 

JOHN 

Maybe even after 9/11. 

TRUCK 

Who the fuck’s side are you on? 

JOHN 

Yours. 
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TRUCK 

It don’t sound that way.  You got somewhere you’d rather be? 

JOHN 

I parked my car on the sidewalk.  I didn’t expect to be long. 

TRUCK 

Well get comfy cuz we gotta problem. 

JOHN 

Yes, we have a problem, the Mayor’s pissed.  His helipad’s not atop a completed 

skyscraper to make a televised landing. 

TRUCK 

There’s no helipad on a spire.  And that’s not our problem. 

JOHN 

Well, Truck, enlighten me. 

TRUCK 

The Towers fell and they danced in the streets.  They cheered. 

JOHN 

Some. 

TRUCK 

All a’ them. 

JOHN 

And that’s our problem? 

TRUCK 

This thing’s gonna top out and people will forget.  We’re skyscrapin’ over graves, 

man, don’t you get that?  Graves built and filled by them.  What happened when 

those planes hit, huh?  What’d you say to yourself, to me, to everyone within 

hearin’ distance. 

JOHN 

Never again. 

TRUCK 

That’s right.  You said, we all sat around here and said: never again.  Whatever it 

takes.  Hirin’ that dune coon ain’t whatever it takes. 
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JOHN 

Back then we had a simple agenda. 

TRUCK 

At our weakest was when we were strong.  And now look, we’re handin’ out free 

money to these jigaboos, who sit aroun’ waitin’ for Uncle Sam to drop my dime 

in their box.  For what, for feelin’ guilty?  This the only country that says: we 

know you wanna kill us but come on over, relax, get everythin’ paid for, food, 

electric, all comin’ outta my pocket, my sweat.  You don’t see them feelin’ guilty.  

What we shoulda done is bombed ‘em then dragged ‘em all over here then handed 

‘em mallets.  Build the coffins.  Oh, what’s wrong?  So used to blowin’ shit up 

you can’t stomach the thought of actually buildin’ somethin’? 

JOHN 

Tell it to your friends. 

TRUCK 

I got one friend, ten feet long, in the shape of a cross. 

JOHN 

Truck, I’m not here to argue with you. 

TRUCK 

Then get on my side. 

JOHN 

I am. 

TRUCK 

You ain’t actin’ it.  What’s left ‘a my brother rots underneath where this rat 

punjab’s gonna tell me what to do?  No way. 

JOHN 

Well, make it a way.  What would you like? 

TRUCK 

A little fuckin’ astonishment Mikey got him on payroll. 

JOHN 

What do we know about him. 

TRUCK 

He’s the enemy, what more do we need to know? 
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JOHN 

His name. 

TRUCK 

Ali slaba baba, who the fuck cares? 

KHAKI enters, an abrupt halt. 

KHAKI 

Hey Truck. 

TRUCK 

Yeah. 

KHAKI 

[To TYLER] Your stegosaurus is double parked. 

JOHN 

[Ice] Thank you. 

KHAKI 

[To TRUCK] Want something? 

JOHN 

To be left alone. 

KHAKI goes. 

JOHN 

Truck, I understand your anger, your resentment.  Each man has a body of 

evidence about him which communicates priority. 

TRUCK 

Makin’ sure it never happens again. 

JOHN 

That’s no longer your priority. 
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TRUCK 

You better get straightened out, you wanna lead.  Fancy suit and a car ain’t 

enough.  The men know it comes down to who are you first.  Who are you first?  

Cuz I tell you, John, the obituaries get shorter and shorter.  Nobody’s got time for 

the sum a’ your parts anymore.  You an American?  Or a New Yorker.  You a 

business rep?  Or a president.  Sure feel sorry for whoever’s gotta rap my eulogy.  

Truck was an ironworker, then a bootlicker for Ferrum.  Am I a hero?  Or a sheep.  

Union man?  Or monger?  Well whatever I am first, I know what I ain’t last.  I 

ain’t one ‘a them. 

JOHN 

Can’t blame you. 

TRUCK 

These hajis in hoods, burnin’ our flag. 

JOHN 

They see the same thing. 

TRUCK 

The hell they do. 

JOHN 

Whities in green, five stars on the shoulder. 

TRUCK 

That ain’t the same thing.  Do you not know what’s going on here? 

JOHN 

I’m clear on my agenda. 

TRUCK 

Which is? 

JOHN 

War. 

TRUCK 

Alright, then. 

JOHN 

There’s a war going on. 
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TRUCK 

Damn straight. 

JOHN 

A perpetual war. 

TRUCK 

Yes. 

JOHN 

But against who?  The men don’t know.  Because up there the men are fifteen 

hundred feet above normal.  Up there, society seems tiny, while society at large 

gets big, so big it no longer sees or even cares about you walking the beam.  

You’re a tiny shadow, sunshined some wash about the enemy. 

TRUCK 

All ‘a them combined ain’t worth the life ‘a one American. 

JOHN 

Truck, let me tell you about the war.  Building permits are through the roof, 

literally.  Skyscrapers, bridges, jobs booming out every which way.  But if all we 

are is who gets called after the Port Authority calls the Mayor calls the on and 

on... 

TRUCK 

I thought we were talkin’ ‘bout the enemy. 

JOHN 

Like the Germans?  The Koreans?  There’s one war, Truck, the battle for 

escalation cost in the upcoming //collective bargaining agreement— 

TRUCK 

//Ay, ay.  I don’t know from business think.  I know iron.  I see it go up, I see it 

stay up.  And I don’t see you gettin’ anythin’ up. 
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JOHN 

I’m getting the jobs.  Took eighteen months to top out the Empire State building.  

What month are we on now?  That’s our problem.  The collective bargaining 

agreement is up for renewal.  And all the feather-bedding stuff, the topping-out 

funds, shorter work days, it’s all just noise, one long deal-breaking bridge that’ll 

never get finished.  Because what matters, the only thing that matters is the war of 

the escalation cost.  How much more we get paid.  Each time the union calls for 

ten percent.  Each time the Port stomps its big boot and we end up with three.  

Three percent escalation in our pay.  You know why?  Because it’s the 40 and the 

580 and everyone else all fighting against ourselves.  Union leadership bows its 

head and takes it up the ass while the paper-pusher in the back room, me, gets 

disgusted with another wasted opportunity.  Well not this time.  I’m a man on the 

rise.  And the whole city is about to know me.  A man to centralize all the unions.  

I’m going to unify, so that this time we’re not going to be the low bidder.  We’re 

going to be the only bidder.  I’m going to get us ten percent.  That’s the war.  But 

until I declare war I can’t afford people like you making waves.  I can’t be over 

the barrel with the rank and file drinking out from under it and some strange 

string of accidents attracting attention.  Democracy might be wonderful but it is 

certainly not without fury. 

TRUCK 

You don’t have to shine me on, John, I work for a livin’.  I know how to take 

somethin’ simple and dress it up in language. 

JOHN 

Power, real power, leads to protection.  Protection leads to syndicate.  Society 

within society. 

TRUCK 

Why do I feel nothin’s gettin’ solved here? 

JOHN 

It will as soon as you play nice with the others. 

TRUCK 

That ain’t gonna happen. 

JOHN 

Truck, I’m gonna be president of the largest ironworker union in the most 

expansive construction zone in the biggest city in the richest country in the world. 
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TRUCK 

And what does that make me? 

JOHN 

My partner.  Ferrum Construction might sign your paycheck, but you’ll always be 

a union man. 

TYLER takes out a pouch, green bills 

sticking out, slams it into TRUCK’s chest. 

TYLER fingers one of the green bills 

protruding from the pouch and lays it on the 

bar. 

TYLER turns to go. 

TRUCK 

Forget something? 

TYLER stops, turns back to the bar.  TYLER 

rubs the picture frame. 

JOHN 

Play nice. 

TYLER exits. 

TRUCK alone. 

Lights shift. 
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S CE NE 6  

90th floor of the World Trade Center. 

ALY NAFISI stands, blueprint rolls tucked 

under his arm, away from the edge. 

TRUCK, SQUANTO and MOUTH stand 

clustered, separated from ALY. 

ALY 

So I have here, oops, sorry.  I have here some of the plans that Mr. Davi--, Mikey, 

some of the plans that Mikey left behind, or had really, had when he was 

surprisingly...um... 

SQUANTO spits. 

ALY 

Anyway, I thought we might start with these.  To look over.  Together.  Unless, 

since you probably already know where everything’s at, you could go over the 

actual area. 

SQUANTO takes off his hardhat, rubs his 

eyes, while not-so-surreptitiously giving the 

finger, puts his hard hat back on. 

ALY 

Should I have a safety harness? 

Nobody moves. 

ALY 

Has anyone noticed any abnormal structural discrepancy from previous levels? 

Nobody moves. 

ALY 

Right.  Um.  I would offer to come back later, but since everything is sort 

of...stopped...until you, or us, really, us, we, together, get to the bottom of the— 

SQUANTO 

S’cuse me. 
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ALY 

Oh, yes.  Hi. 

SQUANTO 

Whass your name. 

ALY 

My name is Aly. 

SQUANTO 

Whass ‘at? 

ALY 

Aly.  A-l-y.  Aly Nafisi. 

SQUANTO 

Yeah? 

ALY 

Yes. 

SQUANTO 

What the fuck is that. 

ALY 

Oh, it’s, uh, Arab-American. 

SQUANTO 

Arab.  American. 

ALY 

What’s your name. 

SQUANTO 

Squanto. 

ALY 

Native American? 

SQUANTO 

American-American. 

SQUANTO spits. 
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ALY 

Okay, so, I’m not really supposed to go back to city hall until there’s some 

conjecture, idea, really, sorry, just a simple idea on when we might have some 

certainty, reasonable certainty, that all defects related to the outer hoist collapse 

are solved. 

Nobody moves. 

ALY 

So that construction can start again. 

Nobody moves. 

ALY 

In the meantime, since I didn’t think it would interfere with your work, I thought I 

could set up a small table.  To hold the mechanicals.  As sort of a little 

workstation. 

Nobody moves. 

ALY 

I’ll just get it off the lift. 

SQUANTO 

Man hoist. 

ALY 

Sorry? 

SQUANTO 

Man hoist.  For men. 

ALY 

Right.  Man hoist.  I’ll just grab it off the man hoist and put it here.  Is this okay? 

Nobody moves. 

ALY 

Great, well, I’ll, uh, just open it up here, like this, and then spread out the plans 

here, like that. 

SQUANTO crosses to ALY, sneezes into his 

hand, wipes his hand off on the prints. 
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ALY 

Bless you. 

TRUCK 

Did you just say ‘fuck you’? 

ALY 

No.  No, no. 

TRUCK 

Sounded like you just said ‘fuck you’ to a senior connector.  That what it sound 

like to you? 

SQUANTO 

What it sound like to me. 

ALY 

Oh, no.  No, of course not. 

TRUCK 

I must ‘a misheard ya, then.  What’d you say? 

ALY 

I said...bless you. 

TRUCK 

Said what? 

ALY 

Bless you. 

TRUCK 

Bless you. 

ALY 

He sneezed. 

TRUCK 

And you said…? 

ALY 

Bless you. 
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TRUCK 

What’s that. 

Beat. 

ALY 

I don’t… 

TRUCK 

Bless you, that’s not everything, right? 

ALY 

I’m sorry. 

TRUCK 

That ain’t the whole phrase.  The whole sayin’. 

ALY 

God bless you. 

TRUCK 

Didn’t hear you. 

ALY 

God bless you. 

TRUCK 

Not...Allah bless you. 

ALY 

Uh, it’s not...I’m not… 

TRUCK 

See, I’m tryin’ to understan’ which one it is. 

ALY 

I was saying, just, you know, as a simple-- 

TRUCK 

Because the man sneezed. 

ALY 

Yes. 
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TRUCK 

You were saying God bless you. 

ALY 

Okay. 

TRUCK 

You were sayin’ God bless you.  And the man knows God blesses him.  I know 

God blesses me.  Who blesses you? 

Beat. 

TRUCK 

Cuz I’m just wonderin’, as we’re gettin’ everythin’ secure ‘round here so 

construction can start again, what with all the wind blowin’ dust, and if some ‘a 

that dust caused me to sneeze, who you gonna bless me with? 

Beat. 

TRUCK 

What if you sneeze? 

Beat. 

ALY 

Bless you is fine. 

TRUCK 

God bless you. 

ALY 

That’s...fine. 

TRUCK 

Good!  No really, good!  Because if I’m gonna play nice I should at least be on 

the same page as you, yeah? 

ALY 

Sure. 
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TRUCK 

Great!  Really, great.  Oh, and speaking ‘a the wind up here’ll take that little table 

right off the edge and split some people open on the ground.  You’ll uh, whadda 

they say?, claim responsibility? 

ALY 

I’ll find something to hold the table down. 

TRUCK. 

Great!  You do that!  You hold it down and you stay there and you watch it and 

you don’t move from that spot. 

MOUTH moves out, speaks towards the 

audience. 

MOUTH 

I figured that would be it, one episode and done. 

I wasn’t so lucky. 

Lights shift. 
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S CE NE 7  

Midday. 

90th floor of the World Trade Center. 

ALY leans over the foldout table, peers into 

engineering plans. 

TRUCK enters, looks at ALY. 

TRUCK 

[To OFF] Les’ go cowboy, herd it in!  Chow o’clock! 

SQUANTO 

[Entering, singing badly] ‘Hail the morning sun, the heat ‘a the winter sun.’ 

TRUCK 

Whaddya we got? 

SQUANTO 

All tight, nothin’ loose. 

TRUCK 

Squares and circles? 

SQUANTO 

So far, so good. 

TRUCK 

Mouth? 

MOUTH enters, does his shrug. 

TRUCK 

I don’t know what [shrug] means.  You been humpin’ steel all morning, anything 

hinked or what? 

SQUANTO 

He’s figurin’ how to keep his toolbelt on. 

TRUCK 

Shuddup already, I’m tawkin’ to Mouth!  [To MOUTH] Could have his own 

casino and he’s connectin’ iron. 
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SQUANTO grabs his lunch box. 

SQUANTO 

But that sun, she’s warmin’ up!  Sure be nice once spring gets in town.  All them 

ladies exit hibernation.  My two favorite things about spring: 34 and C. 

TRUCK 

[To MOUTH] Listen, when you walk the perimeter out there, you gotta lean 

inside.  The way you walk now you’re standin’ too straight. 

SQUANTO 

Straight and stiff, alright. 

TRUCK 

[To SQUANTO] Better tighten that lip. 

SQUANTO 

Bring one a’ them ladies up here, make her my personal sperm dumpster. 

TRUCK grabs his lunch box and an extra 

plastic bag. 

TRUCK 

[To MOUTH] Man has the right idea, tho’.  Get your girl up here and all’s right 

with the world.  Gotta build like you’re single but keep home stocked with a 

healthy wife and forgivin’ mortgage.  Wait, I got that mixed up.  Ha ha! 

SQUANTO 

Ha ha!  What you bring to eat, foreman!  The usual slop box? 

TRUCK 

So very glad you asked, Mister Squanto.  I got you a special treat today. 

SQUANTO 

A plastic bag, gee. 

TRUCK 

Hey, Ali baba!  Ali baba and the forty virgins! 

ALY doesn’t move. 

TRUCK 

Get over here! 
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ALY 

I really do think we should //talk about— 

TRUCK 

Ay, ay.  Work stoppage.  Cease for some grease! 

ALY 

Excuse me? 

TRUCK 

Man can’t burn without calories to churn!  Gotta go to lunch before the brain 

does.  Otherwise, the hands get shaky, the eyes get blurry and we got some 

manmade hazards. 

SQUANTO 

Manmade hazard is about twenty minutes after I eat! 

TRUCK 

[To ALY] So stop pourin’ over all ‘a Mikey’s hard work and get over here. 

ALY 

Towards the edge. 

TRUCK 

Whaddya, ‘fraid ‘a heights? 

ALY 

A little, yes. 

SQUANTO. 

Holy shit. 

TRUCK 

Get over here cuz I got you a special treat. 

SQUANTO 

[Getting out his camera] Lemme capture this for posterity. 

TRUCK 

You even know what posterity means? 

SQUANTO 

Means special treat. 
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TRUCK 

Recordin’ the triumph ‘a your otherwise meager career.  Put it away so I can give 

you this…[taking out of the bag]...a coconut. 

SQUANTO 

A what-a-nut? 

TRUCK 

You Mohawk, a coconut!  Never seen a coconut before? 

SQUANTO 

Sure, they grow all over Brooklyn. 

During following, TRUCK draws a nail 

from his tool belt, licks the end, and 

punctures a single hole into the coconut. 

TRUCK 

Funny guy.  Man has the right idea, tho!  Not really native to the area.  So.  A 

special treat for Ali Baba, our guest ‘a honor.  First drink is yours.  A little 

coconut juice. 

ALY 

Really, that’s not necessary. 

TRUCK 

Sure!  Go ahead.  I insist.  Drink it straight out the nut. 

ALY concedes, takes the coconut, drinks 

some of the juice, spilling a little. 

ALY 

Mmmm. 

TRUCK 

Good, yeah? 

ALY 

Mmmn. 

TRUCK 

Drink up. 
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ALY 

Oh, thank you no, I appreciate this but we really should focus //on-- 

TRUCK 

//Ay, ay, you come to my construction site, you get the first. 

ALY 

Well.  It’s very...milky. 

TRUCK 

Exactly!  I couldn’t a’ said it better.  All kinds’a shit.  In a coconut.  Brown on the 

outside, white on the inside. 

Long beat. 

TRUCK 

Course, with a coconut, you always know what you’re gettin’.  Can’t see through 

the outside but your damned sure what’s gonna spill when you bore a hole into it. 

Long beat. 

TRUCK 

Hey.  Almost forgot.  You know what goes well with coconut juice?  Pork chops.  

Want some? 

ALY 

No. 

TRUCK 

Mmm.  Pretty tasty stuff! 

ALY goes back to the table. 

TRUCK 

So if lunch is done for you then you go back to your little table and we’ll get back 

to work when we feel ready, and we’ll keep lookin’ for the problem, and when we 

figure out the problem, we’ll let you know so you can scamper on back to city 

hall.  Or your taxi.  Make sure nothing flies off now. 

ALY takes out a Koran.  He places it not-so-

subtly atop the engineering plans, like a 

paperweight. 
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MOUTH moves, speaks towards the 

audience. 

MOUTH 

It was harrowing. 

In one spot was Aly, a dog with teeth bared behind some invisible fence he 

couldn’t see. 

And surrounding him on all sides was a powder keg, like a coconut but worse, 

memory on the outside and death on the inside. 

KHAKI [OFF] 

Hey Mouth! 

MOUTH 

And Truck deciding whether to light the fuse. 

Lights shift. 
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S CE NE 8  

Buddies. 

KHAKI behind the bar. 

KHAKI 

Hey Mouth! 

MOUTH points to himself. 

KHAKI 

Mouth, right? 

MOUTH nods. 

KHAKI 

Done for the day? 

MOUTH nods. 

KHAKI 

Well, hop off two legs, get on four and let me serve you something cold. 

MOUTH doesn’t have a union card to show. 

KHAKI 

Don’t worry, I’ll assume you’re actually apprenticing out of the journeyman.  I’ll 

also assume beer. 

MOUTH does his shrug. 

KHAKI 

Here.  You pretend to talk, I’ll pretend to listen.  You know, they don’t hand out 

points for shy. 

MOUTH drinks. 

KHAKI 

How was the first full day. 

MOUTH 

S’okay. 
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KHAKI 

Yeah? 

MOUTH 

Rough. 

KHAKI 

Yeah. 

MOUTH 

Real rough. 

KHAKI 

Hhmm.  First day on the first job in the NY city.  Don’t worry, tomorrow will be 

worse. 

MOUTH 

Great. 

KHAKI 

I’ve been here a year now.  A year in New York City is like a lifetime in Jersey.  

You’re not from Jersey, are you? 

MOUTH 

No. 

KHAKI 

You don’t sound Jersey.  I’m guessing upstate. 

MOUTH does his shrug. 

KHAKI 

Alright secrets, where’s Truck? 

MOUTH 

Still up top. 

KHAKI 

You bailed. 

MOUTH 

He’s got another crew putting in the new outer hoist. 
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KHAKI 

What happened to the old one? 

MOUTH 

We still don’t know. 

KHAKI 

Outer hoist. 

MOUTH 

An elevator with no walls on the outside of the tower.  Lifts materials. 

KHAKI 

On the outside. 

MOUTH 

You can’t have one elevator carrying both men and materials.  It’d be a traffic 

jam. 

KHAKI 

Outer hoist. 

MOUTH 

Best view in the city. 

KHAKI 

You been on it? 

MOUTH 

Not yet. 

KHAKI 

Well, a welcome break. 

MOUTH 

Yeah. 

KHAKI 

You’re free to hang out here. 

MOUTH 

Thanks. 
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KHAKI 

No TV, though, if you’re into sports. 

MOUTH 

Not into sports. 

KHAKI 

What about a place to live? 

MOUTH 

Not into that, either. 

KHAKI 

Ah, comfort’s overrated.  You’ll be fine.  You got a good look about you. 

MOUTH 

I do. 

KHAKI 

Sure. 

MOUTH 

How’s that? 

KHAKI 

See, I arrived here by overnight bus.  Hopped off the bus and tilted my head back 

and went, whoa.  Spent my first full day walking around, seeing the disorder and 

the promise for the first time.  Got totally lost, going block to block, pretzel 

vendor to pretzel vendor, and I was reminded of the number of incredibly 

beautiful people in the world.  At the same time, many ugly, broken people.  We 

all think we’re the former, but we’re probably the latter. 

MOUTH 

Yeah. 

KHAKI 

Except you.  You look honest.  Honest people get through.  They may not always 

get ahead but they get through.  There’s room for us. 

MOUTH 

Us. 
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KHAKI 

The poor and the honest. 

MOUTH 

What about the troubled? 

KHAKI 

Look, if you need a place to clean up or whatever, you can shower at my pad. 

MOUTH 

Yeah? 

KHAKI 

Everyone needs a friend, right? 

MOUTH 

Right. 

KHAKI 

Welcome to New York: loud, crowded and dangerous.  There are also downsides. 

MOUTH 

Hey, did you ever think about leaving?  Going back home? 

KHAKI 

After my second day. 

MOUTH 

Second day. 

KHAKI 

Like I said, tomorrow will be worse.  Second day is when it all hits.  You go, holy 

nutbags, I just abandoned wherever it is I came from, telling everybody I’m going 

to take a big bite of the Apple.  Then you get here and by the second day it’s full-

on you versus the city, and you go: wasn’t the first bite of the apple man’s 

original sin?  My advice is never to forget what brought you here.  Keep your 

mind on the prize. 

MOUTH 

Yeah? 

KHAKI 

Probably wondering why I wear these gloves. 
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MOUTH 

Squanto germs. 

KHAKI 

I’m a hand model.  You see all those bus sides and billboards advertising men’s 

watches?  Very particular about the hands they use. 

MOUTH 

Hand model. 

KHAKI 

This place is just until enough modeling comes along to make the switch.  How 

about you? 

MOUTH 

Me what. 

KHAKI 

What’s your big prize?  You’re doing construction now but what’s your dream? 

MOUTH 

Ironworker. 

KHAKI 

Oh. 

MOUTH 

Ironworking. 

KHAKI 

Oh, man. 

MOUTH 

What. 

KHAKI 

I didn’t mean... 

MOUTH 

It’s okay. 

KHAKI 

I’m sorry. 
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MOUTH 

Beats hanging billboard signs in Minnesota. 

KHAKI 

Come on.  Yeah? 

MOUTH 

[Holds up one finger] Frostbite. 

KHAKI 

You don’t sound like a gopher. 

MOUTH 

I’m a connector. 

KHAKI 

Like I say: a man’s secrets are in his hands. 

MOUTH 

How’d you get so smart about everything? 

KHAKI 

Day three. 

TRUCK 

Ay Mouth! 

KHAKI exits. 

MOUTH watches him go. 

Lights shift. 
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S CE NE 9  

Late afternoon. 

90th floor of the World Trade Center. 

Towards upstage left, we now see the shell 

of the outer hoist, open, with no walled 

restraint. 

ALY at the table, TRUCK at center, as 

MOUTH moves back from the Buddies area 

to the 90th floor. 

TRUCK 

Ay Mouth!  Let’s go kid fantastic, day two ‘a fornicatin’ with the steel erection is 

set to expire!  Knock-on-iron, outer hoist in place, we’ll have full-on construction 

first thing tomorrow.  You’ll see what this monster’s like in full motion. 

ALY 

Excuse me.  Excuse me. 

TRUCK 

You moved from your spot. 

ALY 

Yes, I was wondering if we could actually talk. 

TRUCK 

Talk. 

ALY 

Have a word. 

TRUCK 

Which word. 

ALY 

Um, no, I, I— 

TRUCK 

That’s more than a word. 
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ALY 

You know, I’ve been here for a couple days now, in my spot.  And you’ve been in 

your spot.  And I feel like we haven’t connected. 

TRUCK 

That so. 

ALY 

Yes, see, and my goal here is not to be so disconnected. 

TRUCK 

Really. 

ALY 

Yes, because when it’s me over there and you over here that kind of disconnect 

might not let us... 

TRUCK 

Connect. 

ALY 

Precisely. 

SQUANTO 

[Entering] All secure! 

TRUCK 

Rock and roll, iron man! 

SQUANTO 

Yeah, nice goin’, one of us! 

TRUCK 

Ay, this a team effort.  And the team deserves a night out.  Take Mouth here with 

ya’, slather his bones in all-night caterwaulin’ with the angels ‘a decadence. 

SQUANTO 

[To MOUTH] Ever get in a bar fight with strippers? 

ALY 

Excuse me. 

TRUCK 

What. 
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ALY 

Hi. 

TRUCK 

You’re not at your table. 

ALY 

After examining the plans further, I may have uncovered a possible reason as to 

what caused the outer hoist collapse. 

TRUCK 

Good for you. 

ALY 

I’d like to show you. 

TRUCK 

Why. 

ALY 

Because the problem might be systemic. 

TRUCK 

Well, there’s our new outer hoist! 

ALY 

I see that. 

TRUCK 

580 got it done. 

ALY 

Yes, but the underlying trouble might still exist. 

TRUCK 

Based on pieces a’ paper. 

ALY 

The engineering plans. 

TRUCK 

Instead ‘a the movin’ pieces ‘a an actual buildin’. 
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ALY 

This isn’t my first trip to the rodeo.  Look, I don’t want you and I to be so... 

TRUCK 

Disconnected. 

ALY 

Yes. 

TRUCK 

I gotta lotta gangs on the clock, all sitting ‘round ground zero waitin’ to get waved 

back on this castle. 

ALY 

Of course, and I appreciate your construction company’s financial predicament, 

but I feel— 

TRUCK 

That the new outer hoist somehow still ain’t safe. 

ALY 

Precisely. 

TRUCK 

Even though it’s been up an’ down already without glitch. 

ALY 

That’s right.  And at this point, you know, I’m a little frustrated with you being so 

apathetic. 

SQUANTO 

What’ju say? 

ALY 

I’ve been here for two days now trying to help and all you’ve been to me is an 

asshole.  I’m sure you weren’t like this with Mikey. 

Beat. 

TRUCK 

Fine.  You wanna show me?  Then show me! 

ALY 

Really. 
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TRUCK 

I can’t wait to see! 

ALY 

Thank you.  Okay, now, the schematics show how the counterweights along the 

pulley shouldn’t normally tear if jarred with a downward pressure or constant 

pounding, like beams getting dropped onto the outer— 

Beat. 

TRUCK 

Somethin’ wrong? 

ALY 

My book. 

Beat. 

TRUCK 

Your book. 

ALY 

I had a book. 

TRUCK 

What book. 

ALY 

A personal book. 

TRUCK 

Mmm. 

ALY 

That my father gave me. 

TRUCK 

Important to ya, then. 

ALY 

Yes. 

TRUCK 

Family heirloom, sounds like. 
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ALY 

Yes. 

TRUCK 

Which you brought up here. 

ALY 

I bring it everywhere. 

TRUCK 

Even though things up here have a way ‘a gettin’ taken off the edge. 

ALY 

Where is it. 

TRUCK 

Mmmm.  How about...a picture ‘a your father. 

ALY 

Where is it. 

TRUCK 

The one who gave you that book. 

ALY 

What does he have to do with anything. 

TRUCK 

My construction site is all about family.  Supervisors got associates, associates got 

assistants, and I know ‘em all.  Ain’t nobody at this place I don’t know about.  

Strange how Mikey never let you outta the cage before. 

ALY takes out his smartphone, scrolls, 

extends to TRUCK. 

ALY 

My father. 

TRUCK 

Any brothers? 

ALY 

Can I have it back. 
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TRUCK tosses ALY’s phone off the edge of 

the 90th floor. 

TRUCK 

Oh, no!  That wind. 

ALY 

Is that what happened to my book. 

TRUCK 

Book’s so full ‘a garbage, too heavy for the wind.  I think your book got 

misplaced. 

ALY 

Where. 

TRUCK 

Out there.  On the new outer hoist.  One ‘a the men musta put it out there when 

droppin’ all that steel on it.  See? 

ALY 

I see. 

TRUCK 

Good!  Then go get it.  On the far edge ‘a the outer hoist.  The one you think 

unsafe. 

MOUTH 

Hey, Truck.  Hey. 

TRUCK turns his head: who is this talking? 

MOUTH 

I was just thinking, maybe we should... 

TRUCK 

What. 

MOUTH 

Get back to work. 
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TRUCK 

Work’s done.  Now all that’s left is this rat here getting back its book.  All its 

gotta do is scurry out there and get it. 

MOUTH 

I can get it for him. 

TRUCK 

Mouth, shut your fuckin’ mouth and don’t you fuckin’ move.  Okay, Ali baba!  

Time to get your little book! 

Beat. 

ALY shuffles his feet, moves slowly, 

obviously terrified.  As he reaches the outer 

hoist, he gets on his hands and knees, 

crawling along the flooring.  As ALY passes 

the outer hoist entry gate, and moves to 

offstage, TRUCK swings the outer hoist gate 

closed behind ALY and latches it. 

ALY 

Wait!  What are you doing? 

TRUCK 

Alright boys, work’s done. 

ALY 

Please!  No, wait! 

TRUCK 

Down the man hoist, let’s go. 

ALY 

Please, wait, wait! 

TRUCK 

Mouth, let’s go. 

MOUTH 

He’ll freeze out there. 
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TRUCK 

I SAID LET’S GO. 

ALY 

Please!  Wait!  Help me!  Please! 

MOUTH joins TRUCK and SQUANTO on 

the man hoist. 

TRUCK closes the man hoist gate, pushes 

the level forward.  It lowers down. 

ALY pressed against the outer hoist gate. 

ALY 

Please!  Help me!  Help me! 

Lights shift, turning hushed red and hazy 

orange, time passing, to sunset. 
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S CE NE 10  

MOUTH moves out, speaks to the audience. 

We continue to hear ALY wailing in the 

background; he is terror-stricken, gripping 

and clawing. 

MOUTH 

I don’t have any love for those 

people. 

I was twelve years old on 9/11. 

And now the man that could launch 

my entire career, my dream, my 

life. 

On the very spot those people… 

On the very spot...those people... 

ALY 

Help me!  Help me!  Help 

me! 

Help me!  Help me!  Help 

me! 

Help me!  Help me!  Help 

me! 

Help me!  Help me!  Help 

me! 

MOUTH moves to stand on the 90th floor, 

before the outer hoist, the deepening sunset 

outlining his frame. 

ALY 

Help me!  Help me!  Help me! 

MOUTH 

Hey. 

ALY 

Help me!  Please, help me! 

MOUTH 

Hey, shut up. 

ALY 

Please, it hurts so much, please. 

MOUTH 

Hey, listen, HEY! 
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ALY 

Get me off of here!  Get me off! 

MOUTH 

I let you off, you can’t talk about it. 

ALY 

Please, I don’t want to die. 

MOUTH 

It doesn’t leave the ninetieth floor. 

ALY 

Help me, please! 

MOUTH 

It’s not going off the ninetieth floor. 

ALY 

Please! 

MOUTH unlatches, opens the outer hoist 

gate.  ALY enters, stumbling, gasping, 

gurgling, half-choking. 

MOUTH 

Man, don’t touch me.  I said don’t touch me. 

ALY on the ground, in a ball, whimpering, 

shivering, freezing. 

MOUTH doesn’t know what to do. 

He takes off his outer-coat and drapes it 

over ALY. 

ALY 

Thank you. 

MOUTH 

Yeah, well, you agreed to keep quiet about it. 
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ALY 

Thank you, thank you, thank you. 

MOUTH walks onto the outer hoist, walks 

back in, holding the Koran. 

MOUTH 

Here. 

ALY 

Thank you. 

MOUTH 

This, too. 

MOUTH takes out several pieces of what 

once was a cell, extends to ALY. 

MOUTH 

Your cell phone, I think.  Found some of the pieces down there. 

ALY 

My hands won’t work.  I can’t feel my hands. 

MOUTH 

Just calm down, alright? 

ALY retches all over himself, coughing, 

gasping. 

MOUTH 

Aw, God. 

ALY 

That feels better. 

MOUTH 

Whatever.  Can we go? 

ALY 

Give me a minute. 

MOUTH 

We don’t have a minute. 
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ALY 

A minute, please. 

MOUTH 

We can’t stay up here.  Can you stand up? 

ALY 

No. 

MOUTH 

Why not? 

ALY 

I’m afraid of heights. 

MOUTH 

You’re afraid of heights. 

ALY 

Yes. 

MOUTH 

You should be afraid of Truck. 

ALY 

That asshole. 

MOUTH 

Hey. 

ALY 

Motherfucking asshole. 

MOUTH 

That’s my boss. 

ALY 

Your boss is a motherfucking asshole.  He tried to kill me! 

MOUTH 

You promised. 

ALY 

Promised what? 
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MOUTH 

It stays on the ninetieth floor. 

ALY 

I’m still on the ninetieth floor.  Fucking dickhead asshole. 

MOUTH starts laughing. 

ALY 

You think this is funny? 

ALY finally looks at MOUTH. 

ALY 

Guess I should thank you. 

MOUTH 

Don’t thank me, man. 

ALY 

I thought I was going to die out there. 

MOUTH 

Whatever, just...it stays on the ninetieth floor. 

ALY 

That dickhead asshole. 

MOUTH 

Hey, his name’s Truck. 

ALY 

I know his name.  Mikey warned me. 

MOUTH 

About what? 

ALY 

He called you Mouth? 

MOUTH 

Yeah. 
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ALY 

What’s Mouth? 

MOUTH 

No clue. 

ALY 

I’m Aly. 

MOUTH 

A-l-y. 

ALY 

Yes. 

MOUTH 

You’re missing an ‘l’. 

ALY 

What? 

MOUTH 

A-l-l-y.  You’re missing an ally around here. 

ALY 

My second day on the job. 

MOUTH 

Me, too. 

ALY 

My second day and this. 

MOUTH 

I kind of look forward to it. 

ALY 

What’s your name? 

MOUTH 

I told you. 

ALY 

Your real name. 
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Beat. 

MOUTH 

Dan. 

ALY 

Dan Mouth. 

MOUTH 

Dan Silverberg. 

ALY 

Dan Silverberg.  That’s…? 

MOUTH 

Holocaust-American. 

Beat. 

ALY 

I threw up on myself. 

MOUTH 

Yeah. 

ALY 

And your jacket. 

MOUTH 

Well, tell whoever that you went out drinking. 

ALY 

My father.  The picture on my cell. 

MOUTH 

Whatever, I don’t care. 

ALY 

You don’t. 

MOUTH 

No. 
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ALY 

But you came back. 

MOUTH 

C’mon, before security or whoever. 

ALY 

Whoever, dickhead asshole Truck? 

MOUTH 

Let’s just go. 

ALY 

I never did anything to him. 

MOUTH 

Just get up. 

ALY 

I never did anything. 

MOUTH 

Nobody cares. 

ALY 

What have I done to you? 

MOUTH 

It doesn’t matter. 

ALY 

It matters enough that you saved me. 

MOUTH 

All I did was open an outer hoist gate. 

ALY 

Before we leave the ninetieth floor, you tell me, what have I ever done to you. 

MOUTH 

Man, it doesn’t… 

ALY 

What. 
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MOUTH 

You’re… 

ALY 

It doesn’t leave the ninetieth floor. 

MOUTH 

You’re one of them. 

ALY 

Muslim. 

MOUTH 

Yeah, that. 

ALY 

And you don’t like Muslims. 

MOUTH 

Not really. 

ALY 

Why? 

MOUTH 

Your, you know, lifestyle. 

ALY 

My lifestyle. 

MOUTH 

The Muslim lifestyle. 

ALY 

Which is. 

MOUTH 

Killing people. 

ALY 

You think that’s what Muslims do. 

MOUTH 

The bombings. 
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ALY 

Like Al-Qaeda. 

MOUTH 

Exactly. 

ALY 

Al-Qaeda is a Middle East terrorist group which wages organized terrorism.  I’m 

from Pittsburgh. 

MOUTH 

You don’t look it. 

ALY 

How are people from Pittsburgh supposed to look. 

MOUTH 

White. 

ALY 

So that makes me...? 

MOUTH 

Not one of us. 

ALY 

Contrary to what CNN tells you, all Muslims aren’t terrorists. 

MOUTH 

But all terrorists sure are Muslim. 

ALY stands up. 

ALY 

I’m ready to go now. 

ALY gets on the man hoist. 

MOUTH moves, talks towards the audience. 

MOUTH 

The whole way down, ninety floors, we didn’t say a thing. 
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MOUTH [CONT] 

We did the elevator deal, two people, entire histories to clear up with the 

cleansing of words. 

And I couldn’t even start with the right one. 

We reached the bottom, I opened the gate and he walked off into the icy night 

over uneven sidewalks that never broke his step, under streetlight frost that never 

bent his shoulders. 

But right as he turned the corner he stopped, and looked back at me for some hard 

seconds, as if that was the only distance we could be safe with each other. 

Man hoist lowers. 

SQUANTO 

Hey Mouthie! 

MOUTH 

Then he turned to go. 

Lights shift. 
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S CE NE 11  

Buddies. 

The happy roar of a cheery pub. 

KHAKI behind the bar, busy.  SQUANTO 

liquored up, bottles and glasses on the bar 

by him. 

SQUANTO 

Hey Mouthie, Mouthie!  Strap your ass in for tonight’s crazy ride! 

KHAKI 

Hey!  Thought you’d never come back. 

SQUANTO 

Oh, they all come back.  These shiny new turds can’t go without the mother-shit 

protectin’ ‘em! 

KHAKI 

[To MOUTH] The usual? 

SQUANTO 

The usual?  Shit here hasn’t been ‘round long enough to be regular!  Ah-ah-ah.  

No stool.  Truck ain’t around so you stand.  You stand there and respect those 

who have come before you. 

KHAKI 

[To MOUTH] Here you go. 

SQUANTO 

Pussy won’t even sing, believe that?  Says he don’t know any songs.  Rancid 

pussy Mouth.  Hey, speakin’ of, we get done here we’ll lock our cock on some a’ 

that.  Have I got the dive!  Girls are gonna love you.  They won’t talk to me but 

they’ll slide up and down you all night long.  I’ll take pictures.  Khaki, you in? 

KHAKI 

Not really my scene. 

KHAKI moves off. 
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SQUANTO 

Guess it’s just you and me, Mouth. 

MOUTH 

I’ll pass. 

SQUANTO 

You’ll pass. 

MOUTH 

Yeah. 

SQUANTO 

Pass what. 

MOUTH 

Just...pass. 

SQUANTO 

Well, now.  How ‘bout that.  If Truck were here would ya pass?  Ya wouldn’t 

pussy out on Truck, would ya?  C’mon, rancid pussy, ‘fore you take my job out 

from under me, least you can do is party with the man first. 

MOUTH 

There is a man. 

SQUANTO 

That’s right, twenty years up on you, sittin’ here sayin’ we gotta date with some 

ladies who suck for the buck.  So shut your bitch mouth on I’ll pass and fall in 

line. 

MOUTH 

I meant: there’s a man stuck on the ninetieth floor. 

SQUANTO 

You better lower your voice, you know what’s good for you. 

MOUTH 

It doesn’t bother you? 

SQUANTO 

Port.  Authority. 
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MOUTH 

We left him out there. 

SQUANTO 

Ain’t my concern. 

MOUTH 

It’s not right. 

SQUANTO 

Right?  How would you know about right?  You ain’t been here two days and you 

got a steamin’ stockpile of right?  You ain’t got nothin’ but a lucky look from 

Truck.  Lemme tell ya how it works.  You apprentice.  Four years.  Then you 

journeymen.  Ten years, helmet to hardhat.  Work your way up like I did.  Now 

you kids hear I could pull six figures, and down you come from some flower-farm 

Levittown suburb cuz you’d like to do it.  When it was my people we had to do it.  

All you got right now is a lucky look.  Or is it somethin’ else you got?  C’mon 

iron, what you got? 

MOUTH doesn’t move. 

SQUANTO takes out his union card. 

SQUANTO 

Well whatever you got, sure hope it comes card size and coded, case someone 

accidentally tips the Port Authority to ask if you’re legit.  I sure ain’t worried cuz 

I know I’m union.  Work, wages and benefits.  How about you, rancid pussy?  

Where’s yours? 

MOUTH 

He could have died up there. 

SQUANTO 

Good. 

MOUTH 

It’s murder. 

SQUANTO 

Murder?  Back when you were cryin’ to Mommy ‘bout gettin’ your shit kicked on 

the fancy bus, murder was the Mohawks buildin’ bridges, no coffin and even less 

wage.  Oh, you forget now cuz all you see is the turbans.  It’s like 1491 and 

they’re all starting to pour in! 
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MOUTH 

Murder was 9/11. 

SQUANTO 

Truck ever tell you his story?  Truck’s seen and done 9/11 like you’ll never hear 

about.  Truck might as well died that day.  But he didn’t.  He kept going to keep 

me going.  And this job’s what I got.  What I got.  And I sure as shit ain’t gonna 

have some stupid rancid dumbfuck flower-farm suburb pussy like you take it from 

me. 

TYLER enters. 

JOHN 

Where is he?  WHERE.  IS.  HE. 

Nobody moves. 

TYLER goes. 

SQUANTO 

Partnership’s over. 

MOUTH doesn’t move out of his way.  They 

square off, staring hard at each other. 

SQUANTO moves first, rubs the picture 

frame, then exits. 

Lights shift. 
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S CE NE 12  

90th floor. 

Lights shift to night.  Moonlight bounces off 

steel, creating shadows. 

We hear the very distant honks of city cabs; 

the puff of wind pushing loose plastic.  We 

hear the man hoist rising up. 

MOUTH exits the man hoist, blows air into 

his cupped hands, checks the floor is empty. 

He organizes a quick bit, kicking off and 

grouping nails and wires, as if tidying up 

before presenting to an important guest. 

He turns to the man hoist. 

MOUTH 

Okay, c’mon. 

KHAKI steps out from the darkness of the 

man hoist.  He moves to MOUTH, carrying 

a bottle. 

KHAKI 

Wow. 

MOUTH 

Yeah. 

KHAKI 

Oh, wow.  This is... 

MOUTH 

I know, right? 

KHAKI 

This...is... 
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MOUTH 

Where I work. 

KHAKI 

Man. 

MOUTH 

Watch yourself. 

KHAKI 

Slippery. 

MOUTH 

Say it takes a while to get your sky legs. 

KHAKI 

Wait. 

MOUTH 

What. 

KHAKI 

Hear that? 

MOUTH 

No, what. 

KHAKI 

It’s so quiet.  And the smell’s like…real air. 

MOUTH 

Yeah. 

KHAKI 

Cold but real. 

MOUTH 

Why are you whispering? 

KHAKI 

Cuz it’s just so quiet.  And clean. 

MOUTH 

Guess the rats haven’t made it up this far yet. 
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KHAKI 

Check out the moon. 

MOUTH 

Bright, huh? 

KHAKI 

I feel like I’m in a screen saver.  I mean, the stars. 

MOUTH 

Oh, be careful, there’s nails and…[where someone puked]... 

KHAKI 

Construction stuff. 

MOUTH 

Sorry. 

KHAKI 

Want my jacket? 

MOUTH 

No.  But thanks. 

KHAKI 

For what. 

MOUTH 

Offering. 

KHAKI 

You look different up here. 

MOUTH 

I feel different up here. 

KHAKI 

I feel freezing.  This your first time up here at night? 

MOUTH 

Not exactly. 

KHAKI 

This wind.  Sure you don’t want my jacket? 
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MOUTH 

I’m warm. 

KHAKI 

At least take some bottle. 

MOUTH 

No cups. 

KHAKI 

I don’t mind sharing. 

MOUTH takes, swills. 

KHAKI 

This view is killer.  Panoramic.  Manhattan, the harbor, all the airports.  And 

there, you know what they call that? 

MOUTH 

What. 

KHAKI 

There, all that excess, useless land to the west?  You know what they call that? 

MOUTH 

What. 

KHAKI 

America. 

MOUTH 

Sure can see it from here. 

KHAKI 

Can you imagine what it must have been like. 

MOUTH 

Building it all the first time. 

KHAKI 

Having to jump. 

MOUTH 

No. 
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KHAKI 

Yeah, well some lucky bastards can think about it having a midnight picnic up 

here every night. 

MOUTH 

Our night now. 

Beat. 

KHAKI 

Yeah. 

MOUTH 

Yeah. 

KHAKI 

So. 

MOUTH 

So. 

KHAKI 

When’s Truck coming? 

Beat. 

MOUTH 

What do you mean? 

KHAKI 

We meeting Truck here? 

MOUTH 

Here. 

KHAKI 

Yeah, where is everybody? 

MOUTH 

[Realizing]  Oh.  Oh. 

KHAKI 

[The table] I figure someone’s bringing cards, right?  WOW.  Is that the new 

outer hoist thing? 
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MOUTH nods. 

KHAKI 

Can I go out there? 

MOUTH does his shrug, reeling. 

KHAKI 

Now THIS is the view.  Elevator on the outside?  WHOA.  You’re not gonna get 

this anywhere in New York City.  This is heat.  The oven.  I’m standing in the 

heat, the lion’s mouth.  The teeth.  I want to touch the sky. 

KHAKI on the outer hoist.  Jumping. 

KHAKI 

Hello, America!  I love you, America!  This is not the limit!  You are free now!  

Do you hear me?  You are free now!  You are free now!  You are— 

The outer hoist falls. 

We hear it fall. 

We hear it falling, falling, falling...until a 

distant crash like thunder. 

E N D A CT TWO .  
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A C T T HR EE :  T HE  O UTE R  HOIS T.  

S CE NE 13  

Over darkness, we hear the sounds of a 

stadium crowd, growing, to ovational 

applause. 

Then a tight cone of white light.  TRUCK 

and ALY stand shoulder to shoulder. 

An announcer voice from overhead, 

booming and warm. 

ANNOUNCER [OVERHEAD] 

In addition to thanking New York City’s finest, we call your continued attention 

to center court, as we express our gratitude to those whose daily toil in the face of 

peril serves to complete the construction of the new One World Trade Center.  

From the City of New York’s Department of Buildings, please welcome engineer 

Aly Nafisi.  And next to him, former recipient of the mayor’s Hardhat, a man 

whose skill and resolve serve as a testament to America’s enduring values, please 

join the New York Knicks in honoring local ironworker hero and Freedom Tower 

foreman, mister Rupert ‘Truck’ Dinkleman. 

Crowd roar. 

The cone of light abruptly shifts color. 

From overhead, a reporter’s voice. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

New York Daily News, death at ground zero, last night discovered near One 

World Trade Center. 

TRUCK 

What? 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

An apparent crash of a construction elevator-- 

ALY 

Elevator? 
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TRUCK 

Crash? 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Is this a crime?  Antics gone awry? 

TRUCK 

Which hoist? 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Mechanical failure? 

ALY 

This is not happening. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Either way, the city wants answers. 

TRUCK 

Wait, who died? 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Anyone having information pertaining to this matter is urged to contact... 

Another voice, interrogation. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

...New York Police, homicide investigation. 

TRUCK 

Ah, shit. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Do you have any idea what the decedent was doing on the construction site? 

TRUCK 

Was it one ‘a my men? 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Two fifteen am, discovered by routine night watch, this, mangled. 

ALY 

Ohhh. 
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VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Cause of death determined to have been the result of a fall. 

ALY 

Of course he fell. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Now why would you know it was a he? 

TRUCK 

I said: was it one ‘a my men? 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

ID retrieved from the human remains establishes the victim as a twenty-four year 

old male, employed at Buddies’ Tavern & Saloon. 

TRUCK 

Khaki. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

You knew him? 

TRUCK 

We all knew him. 

Another voice, that of the Port Authority. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Port Authority, site security, did you have any relations with the victim? 

ALY 

No, I don’t drink. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

The victim was not authorized to access the construction site. 

TRUCK 

Yeah, we got a lotta that goin’ around. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

According to toxicology, preliminary blood tests report marijuana and alcohol in 

the system at such levels as unfit to perform machinery duties. 
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TRUCK 

Khaki wasn’t working for me. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Then why would he be on the hoist? 

ALY 

Was it the counterweights along the pulley? 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

You sure seem to know a lot about how a death might have been caused. 

ALY 

Yes, I’m a city engineer. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Were you and the victim planning something? 

ALY 

Planning?  No, this was my project. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

What kind of project? 

ALY 

And I told the site foreman— 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

He’s down the hall. 

ALY 

He is. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Yes, getting questioned by... 

Another voice from the darkness. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

...Occupational Safety and Health, accident reconstruction, we have a witness 

claiming inconsistent use of safety measures on site. 

TRUCK 

Witness to what?  I wasn’t there. 
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VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

You’re aware there’s a difference between an accident and negligence. 

TRUCK 

Yeah, the hoist collapsed in the wrong direction, it shoulda fell up. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

We’re talking about a man’s death. 

TRUCK 

And I can’t believe you ain’t scheduled the relief concert yet. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

This funny to you? 

TRUCK 

‘A course not. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

This isn’t the first mishap to afflict the site, that’s why you’re here. 

TRUCK 

I got nothin’ to say on that. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

A link between consistent precautionary infractions and an accident? 

TRUCK 

Which accident. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

The fatal one. 

TRUCK 

Talk to the union. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Because unions are incapable of mistakes. 

TRUCK 

The mistake is you and everyone else forgettin’ they started this. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

And this isn’t the first collapse of that particular elevator, is it? 
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TRUCK 

Talk to the union. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

And this isn’t the first collapse of that particular elevator under your watch, is it? 

ALY 

I warned him. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Had everyone onsite undergone a thorough security background and clearance 

check? 

TRUCK 

No, not everyone. 

Another voice from the darkness. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

New York City attorney’s office, Mister Nafisi, we’re hearing about incidents of 

engineering failure at the site. 

ALY 

Well, yes, and once Mikey and I— 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

You’d been working several years for construction affairs in buildings 

compliance? 

ALY 

Yes, and once arriving onsite I told— 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

With direct contact to engineering plans and building schematics for the entire 

city. 

ALY 

Well, sure— 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Did you ever acquire any such schematics for personal or religious reasons? 

ALY 

What does this have to do with— 
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VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Mister Nafisi, have you ever been suspected or convicted of attempting to 

conspire or destroy any structure within the United States? 

ALY 

What?  No.  Look, I’d like to get over to the damage and see if— 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Since there’s still an active search and rescue operation, we’re gonna have to ask 

you to relinquish your credentials and undergo a temporary suspension of duties. 

ALY 

Why? 

Another voice from the darkness. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Development Corps, Department of Investigations, seems the body was buried in 

the rubble for several hours until exhumed by fire personnel. 

TRUCK 

Is there anyone else buried? 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Now why would you say that? 

TRUCK 

I don’t know, I wasn’t there. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Do you know who was? 

TRUCK 

Yeah, the guy who fell. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Hey smart ass, if he couldn’t have gone onsite by himself, then anyone overseeing 

the hoist collapse could be charged with counts of involuntary manslaughter as 

well as risking and causing a catastrophe. 

TRUCK 

Maybe you should talk to the engineers. 
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VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

We are. 

TRUCK 

There’s a buildings inspector. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Yeah, he’s down the hall. 

TRUCK 

He is.  You know, maybe I can help you out. 

Another voice from the darkness. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Westgate funeral services, mortuary administrator. 

TRUCK 

See, there’s this rat. 

ALY 

I tried to warn him! 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

On instructions from the surviving family. 

ALY 

Mikey must not have told him! 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Corpse will be restored as best as possible for tonight’s viewing... 

TRUCK 

Just look at him. 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

...those affected by this senseless tragedy in your prayers. 

ALY 

Your fault! 

TRUCK 

Who do you think they’ll believe? 
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JOHN [OFF] 

Party’s on, Charlie! 

VOICE [OVERHEAD] 

Funeral proceedings to commence tomorrow afternoon. 

Lights shift. 
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S CE NE 14  

Buddies. 

JOHN TYLER on his cell phone.  He 

searches behind the bar, almost scavenging. 

JOHN 

Party’s on, Charlie!, chickens in the roost and I’m the mother-clucker clucking 

just to you!...yeah, you know you get special treatment as long as I get it 

first...well, let’s not jerk each other off and call it medicine, tell me what you got 

on description… 

SQUANTO enters. 

JOHN 

Oh, that’s good right there, Charlie, ‘a man never willing to gamble with men’s 

lives’, that’ll read perfect.  The union’s been taking it all in the face but now I’m 

gonna hang out its balls, before was crusade on the creep but this is what I’ve 

been waiting for, now I don’t have to be the bad guy to be the good—hold on.  

We’re closed, asshole. 

SQUANTO 

I’m senior connector. 

JOHN 

Oh, site’s shut, your local’ll call you. 

SQUANTO 

Squanto. 

JOHN 

We’re closed. 

SQUANTO 

I got something for you. 

JOHN 

Squinto? 

SQUANTO 

Squanto. 
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JOHN 

Squanto, right.  No, no Charlie, don’t squat on it, roll now, damn your 

editor...with what I told you, the first accident, construction slowed due to warm 

winter, the ironworkers were relentless but financial problems of a steel 

supplier...pick one...right, nothing about the union except twelve hundred active 

members at one hundred percent employment. 

SQUANTO goes to reach over the bar for 

glass and beer, TYLER snaps his fingers and 

flicks his hand: ‘don’t touch.’ 

JOHN 

Because Charlie, the collapse is a launch event that’s causing commotion, and I’m 

promoting myself to chief pain in the ass. 

SQUANTO 

Mister Tyler. 

JOHN 

End of the article, like third to last, plant the collective agreement renewal and 

escalation cost, like it’s so big you couldn’t possibly write a piece without 

mentioning...exactly, ten percent, Tyler’s cause, and remember, Truck is steady, 

dependable…no, no, stay away from depression and lack of concentration 

otherwise the second accident won’t be a sob story of going from center court to 

central booking...exactly where I want you to take us...alright, talk later. 

Hangs up. 

SQUANTO 

Mister Tyler. 

JOHN 

Hold on, I can’t keep up with the beeps and rings. 

SQUANTO 

I have something for you. 

JOHN 

It was... 

SQUANTO 

Squanto. 
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JOHN 

Senior connector. 

SQUANTO 

Right. 

JOHN 

Truck’s crew. 

SQUANTO 

Yeah. 

JOHN 

Where’s the little fella you were with? 

SQUANTO 

I connect alone. 

TYLER’s cell rings. 

JOHN 

Tyler.  That’s right, limo to the funeral but only me inside...because I want press 

quoting me and only me. 

Hangs up. 

JOHN 

Listen, tell the 40 not to worry about payroll. 

SQUANTO 

S’not why I’m here. 

JOHN 

Hey.  Wanna make some money? 

TYLER takes out a pouch. 

JOHN 

Run this to Mack at the 580.  You personally put this in Mack’s hand.  The only 

thing you tell him: mobilize protest. 

SQUANTO 

There’s a protest? 
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JOHN 

Just get it over there.  Come straight back when you’re done, we gotta clean out 

downstairs before the cops excavate on account of that balanceless bartender. 

TYLER back to his phone, punching buttons.  

SQUANTO doesn’t move. 

JOHN 

Committee to reelect...protest at city hall...right, it’s on. 

Hangs up.  Beat. 

JOHN 

Is English not your native language? 

SQUANTO 

I got something for you. 

JOHN 

For Mack.  At the 580.  You a dumb Mohawk? 

SQUANTO 

No.  And I ain’t no bag man neither. 

Tosses pouch on bar. 

JOHN 

I thought you were here for Truck. 

SQUANTO 

Here for myself.  And I said I got something for you. 

JOHN 

Well, what the fuck is it already? 

SQUANTO 

[His cell phone] This. 

JOHN 

Wonderful, I got three of my own. 

SQUANTO 

They don’t have what this has. 
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JOHN 

Twenty minutes of battery? 

SQUANTO 

This. 

SQUANTO holds the screen up to TYLER, 

something playing on the screen. 

JOHN 

What is this? 

SQUANTO 

Watch. 

JOHN 

What the… 

SQUANTO 

Keep watchin’. 

JOHN 

Where’d you get this? 

SQUANTO 

I been gettin’ it. 

JOHN 

That’s it? 

SQUANTO 

There’s more. 

JOHN 

Show me. 

SQUANTO lowers the pictures frame, takes 

beers and glasses from behind the bar. 

TRUCK [OFF] 

You’re askin’ what I know? 

SQUANTO 

Let’s talk about my pension. 
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Lights shift. 
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S CE NE 15  

TRUCK, in the tight cone of light. 

TRUCK 

You’re askin’ what I know ‘bout bodies on the ground? 

You’re askin’ what I know ‘bout accident verse negligence? 

I know from search and rescue.  I got on the dig a week after the towers fell so I 

know ‘bout real bodies on the ground. 

People tried to make comparisons.  Little Hiroshima.  Pompeii today.  Let me tell 

ya, there ain’t no comparison. 

The sun might ‘a been out but you wouldn’t know it.  Smoke in the air, million 

pieces ‘a paper, small fires, steam, broken hoses spittin’ water.  But the ash was 

the worst, all the Red Crossers tryin’ to pull me off the dig, wash my eyes of ash, 

not that it mattered.  Whatever eyes could see told you the ground was still fallin’.  

This mountain ‘a twisted steel, always fallin’ with the heat radiatin’, the death 

radiatin’. 

Diggers dug for bodies.  We wobbled on top ‘a whatever didn’t move.  Some 

camera crew sunk down this device and a horn blasts.  Diggers go quiet and 

generators shut off.  Nothing.  Search dogs were useless, too.  Some ‘a them 

would hobble up from holes, chokin’, their snouts clogged with ash.  One fell 

over and died right in front ‘a me. 

Bucket brigades stretched to hand pass debris in little pails to God knows where.  

Marines and PD were on the perimeter shovin’ the press back, and the screamers, 

too, the ones claimin’ the world ended and the ones findin’ out someone they 

know is on a list. 

Another line waited with stretchers but the bodies were a long time comin’. 

Word got ‘round the diggers I ironworked.  I started hittin’ holes ‘stead ‘a the 

dogs.  My first body.  Young broad, red-head, her eyes closed, kinda peaceful 

except she didn’t have any legs.  I hauled her up by her red hair so the coroner 

could pop and tag. 

Someone yelled fireman and I scrambled over.  But it wasn’t a fireman.  It was a 

slab ‘a meat.  With a hat.  The slab-’a-meat fireman’s hat said what happened.  

Shattered, burnt. 
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TRUCK [CONT] 

Wanna know how to kill a bunch ‘a firemen?  Fly a plane into a buildin’.  Wait a 

couple minutes.  Repeat. 

You hear diggers yell for paint which meant a body was too deep to haul up.  

Fuck that, my brother’s down there, we haul now.  The horn blows twice which 

means get off cuz the mountain might shift and swallow you up, but fuck that, my 

brother’s down there. 

My brother’s down there, somewhere under all that ash and steel, he’s down 

there, the brother who taught me to live in big streaks ‘a balls and brass, he’s 

down there and I’m gonna bring him out. 

Took a week ‘a digging before I considered I might not find him.  Survivors?  I 

couldn’t find rebar.  Just dust in the air.  Dust ‘a the bodies.  The dust ‘a my 

brother, on my boots, up my nose.  I inhaled him.  I inhaled him and walked off 

the mountain and still haven’t breathed him out. 

So there ain’t never been an accident on that site.  Any body on the ground, they 

killed him. 

And the negligence?  Is all ‘a you forgettin’ who they are. 

Lights shift. 
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S CE NE 16  

90th floor. 

MOUTH stands facing the edge of the stage 

where the outer hoist was located.  On his 

head he wears a black yarmulke.  He holds 

and reads from a small prayer book.  Before 

him is a small bag of KHAKI’s personal 

belongings. 

MOUTH 

Brick and stone that gird our structures, and steel, must crumble in their time. 

ALY enters, holding blueprints. 

MOUTH 

When hypocrisy and hate we banish, when we loose the bonds of evil-- 

ALY 

Hello. 

MOUTH snags the yarmulke off his head, 

snaps the prayer book shut. 

MOUTH 

Where’d you come from? 

ALY 

Here. 

MOUTH 

Where here? 

ALY 

I’ve been here. 

MOUTH 

You have. 

ALY 

Yeah. 
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MOUTH 

Doing what. 

ALY 

Thinking. 

MOUTH 

By yourself. 

ALY 

Yeah. 

MOUTH 

Isn’t that dangerous? 

ALY 

Actually, I may be over my fear of heights. 

MOUTH 

You’ve been up here. 

ALY 

Nowhere else to go. 

MOUTH 

So you’ve just been on the ninetieth. 

ALY 

Pretty much. 

MOUTH 

Does anyone know that? 

ALY 

Pretty much not. 

MOUTH 

That could jump nerves. 

ALY 

What about you? 

MOUTH 

Nobody’s worried about me up here. 
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ALY 

I mean what’s with the ceremony. 

MOUTH 

Oh.  I was… 

ALY 

Praying. 

MOUTH 

Saying I’m sorry. 

ALY 

Oh. 

MOUTH 

A private ceremony. 

ALY 

You knew him? 

MOUTH 

Enough.  Man, I shouldn’t be letting you up here. 

ALY 

That didn’t stop you before.  What was his name? 

MOUTH 

Khaki. 

ALY 

He was your friend. 

MOUTH 

Sorta, yeah. 

ALY 

But you’re not going to the funeral. 

MOUTH 

Not really the place for me. 

ALY 

I know what you mean. 
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MOUTH 

Besides, it’s getting crazy down there.  Not to mention up here. 

ALY 

Don’t worry, Mouth, I don’t have any bombs on me. 

MOUTH 

You don’t want to be here if...Truck. 

ALY 

Truck is still getting questioned by various people at city hall. 

MOUTH 

What kind of people? 

ALY 

Police, OSHA, city attorney.  They all want to know why this Khaki was up here. 

MOUTH 

They ask you anything? 

ALY 

For hours. 

MOUTH 

What’d you say? 

ALY 

Don’t worry.  Stays on the 90th. 

MOUTH 

Really. 

ALY 

Really. 

MOUTH 

So you’ve just been up here... 

ALY 

Thinking. 

MOUTH 

By yourself. 
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ALY 

Only way to think.  Because when something bad happens, it happens to us all. 

ALY moves to peer into the small bag. 

MOUTH 

Oh, this is some of Khaki’s stuff.  From his apartment. 

ALY 

[Reading MOUTH’s book] Jewish Prayers for the Dead. 

MOUTH 

It’s a book. 

ALY 

Can I join you? 

MOUTH 

No. 

ALY 

Why not? 

MOUTH 

What we do is different. 

ALY 

Than what. 

MOUTH 

Than what you do. 

ALY 

I’ll try to keep still and not get any Muslim on you. 

MOUTH 

I’d rather do this alone. 

ALY 

That how you always do things?  Seems like alone is how it gets done around 

here.  Look where that’s got us. 

MOUTH 

Yeah. 
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ALY 

He was your friend. 

MOUTH 

The guys knew him better. 

ALY 

But they’re not here. 

MOUTH 

No. 

ALY 

Was he Jewish? 

MOUTH 

Probably not. 

ALY 

Was he ashamed? 

MOUTH 

The hell’s that supposed to mean? 

ALY 

Have you ever been ashamed of who you are? 

MOUTH 

Maybe.  Yeah. 

ALY 

It’s a sin to die in shame of yourself. 

MOUTH 

What about guilt? 

ALY 

An undocumented leading cause of death. 

MOUTH 

That from your book? 

ALY 

My father. 
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MOUTH 

Your father from here. 

ALY 

From Iran. 

MOUTH 

Iran doesn’t sound like Pittsburgh. 

ALY 

Nope. 

MOUTH 

You said you were from here. 

ALY 

Steel town, USA.  Where it’s easy for a natural citizen to feel alien.  Born and 

raised, among the boilers and the steam.  My father worked as a janitor at the used 

car dealership.  We lived with several other families in a small apartment with 

four walls and one window.  The window looked out over this old iron railroad 

bridge, beautiful, the kind of beautiful that defines a childhood.  On the last day of 

high school the boys becoming men were supposed to climb the bridge trestle and 

walk across, a rite of passage.  Very high, very dangerous.  I spent a lot of years 

staring through my window at that bridge, marveling at its steel, how it linked 

together, its strength.  I used to think if I could just make it across, if I could stand 

on the other side with them, maybe I won’t be an alien anymore.  My father 

warned me, he said my fear of heights is protection against stupidity.  But on 

graduation day, there I was, determined to make it across.  I climbed the trestle, 

one hand over the other, ascending...there was something wrong.  The rungs 

loose, the shapes misconnected somehow.  I scurried down to laughter and jeers.  

I tried to warn them.  One of the larger boys pushed me aside, climbed, and after a 

piece of the trestle snapped under him, and before any of us could move... 

MOUTH 

What happened? 

ALY 

Purdue.  Engineering degree.  Then here. 

MOUTH 

What happened to the larger boy. 
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ALY 

Fell to the river far below.  We believe death isn’t final, you know, just another 

stage of life. 

MOUTH 

Same here. 

ALY 

A place between earth and eternity. 

MOUTH 

Yeah, same.  Except with us the soul goes to this holding spot, to get sorted out. 

ALY 

Same. 

MOUTH 

The good souls go to paradise, where rivers flow— 

ALY 

—with milk and honey. 

MOUTH 

The souls that did bad things— 

ALY 

—go to the bad place. 

MOUTH 

What do you call your bad place? 

ALY 

The Lincoln Tunnel. 

MOUTH 

You ever wonder if you’re gonna go to the Lincoln tunnel? 

ALY 

Whenever I drive home to see my father. 

MOUTH 

No, I mean— 
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ALY 

I know what you mean.  The Lincoln tunnel for me was out there.  But not 

anymore.  I owe you, Mouth. 

MOUTH 

No.  You don’t. 

ALY 

I’ve killed two boys in my life now. 

MOUTH 

No.  You didn’t.  C’mon, you want to do this with me, or what? 

MOUTH reopens the prayer book. 

MOUTH 

For Khaki. 

ALY 

For Khaki. 

MOUTH puts the yarmulke back on, bows 

his head. 

ALY 

You were up here when he fell, weren’t you. 

Lights shift. 
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S CE NE 17  

90th floor, night. 

We see patterns of police spotlights moving 

off and through the beams, distilled, 

searching. 

TRUCK with a plastic bag. 

TRUCK 

Look at all ‘a yas down there!  Don’t think I don’t see you, too ya spiders!  

Beautiful blue spiders, lights flashin’, big gas bellies plowin’ through the web, to 

cut the rats outta business.  ‘Bout damn time!  Year ‘a the spider now!  Spiders 

and rats!  But you stay down there and work it out.  Man and truth need private 

sanctuary.  This is a holy temple!  Spiders and rats ain’t allowed!  Until the tiger 

comes to pounce on all ‘a yas with the truth. 

MOUTH appears, head first, climbing up 

over the shaft of the man hoist.  He pulls 

himself to the level of the 90th floor. 

MOUTH 

Truck! 

TRUCK 

What the fuck. 

MOUTH 

Truck! 

TRUCK 

How the fuck’d you get up here? 

MOUTH 

Help me over! 

TRUCK 

How’d you get up? 

MOUTH 

I told ‘em you might listen to me. 
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TRUCK 

Bullshit. 

MOUTH 

Help me over. 

TRUCK 

Forget it! 

MOUTH 

I can’t feel my arms, Truck! 

TRUCK hauls the rest of MOUTH over and 

onto the 90th.  MOUTH on the ground, 

heaving huge breaths. 

MOUTH 

Oh, God. 

TRUCK 

I got the hoists out, how’d you get up? 

MOUTH 

I climbed. 

TRUCK 

You climbed. 

MOUTH 

Ninety floors. 

TRUCK 

You climbed ninety floors? 

MOUTH 

Yeah. 

TRUCK 

Good.  That’s good. 

MOUTH 

Oh, God, I can’t breathe. 
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TRUCK 

There any more? 

MOUTH 

More what? 

TRUCK 

‘A you.  ‘A the boys. 

MOUTH 

Just me, Truck. 

TRUCK 

You climbed ninety floors, from the ground. 

MOUTH 

They didn’t see me. 

TRUCK 

Who didn’t. 

MOUTH 

They got the whole block shut down.  Get all this off, I’m sweating. 

TRUCK 

You climbed ninety floors. 

MOUTH 

I had to.  Tell you.  They got...they got a chopper on the way. 

TRUCK 

For what? 

MOUTH 

Talk you down, talk you off. 

TRUCK 

What ‘a you, outta breath? 

MOUTH 

I just climbed ninety floors! 
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TRUCK 

Well, you climb right back down and tell ‘em I ain’t talkin’.  Only person worth 

talkin’ to is the mack who finally understands what’s been happenin’ ‘round this 

place.  All those empty no-minds yappin’ ‘about did what when, we got ourselves 

to put the spotlight back where it belongs.  And lookit there! 

MOUTH 

Truck, they got a lotta cops down there. 

TRUCK 

Good.  The spiders must know.  Allah punjab equipped himself engineerin’ plans 

and access.  Gets himself on site.  Straps bombs all up and down the shaft which 

you’ve just climbed.  You’re lucky you didn’t trigger one to blow. 

MOUTH 

I think that’s why the cops are here. 

TRUCK 

They don’t hang out a sign: bomb right here.  Spiders probably callin’ in sniffers. 

MOUTH 

I didn’t see any dogs. 

TRUCK 

They’re on their way, believe me.  While we hold this place down.  The spiders 

and the sniffers and the bomb units and the alleys ‘a repenters, all getting a big 

whiff of wakeup brew.  Hey, what about the news? 

MOUTH 

It’s all over the news. 

TRUCK 

It is. 

MOUTH 

It’s all anybody’s hearing about. 

TRUCK 

So TV crews are down there. 

MOUTH 

I didn’t see. 
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TRUCK 

TV people never miss a bomb, and this one’s a buster.  Get back down there and 

tell ‘em we got the full story from atop the Freedom Tower. 

MOUTH 

Truck, I had to sneak up here.  Cops have the whole site shut down.  No one’s in 

or out. 

TRUCK 

Well, it sure looks like some kind ‘a party down there. 

MOUTH 

Lotta cops.  Guys in big jackets.  Ambulance. 

TRUCK 

Ambulance? 

MOUTH 

And firemen. 

TRUCK 

Good.  Burner boys sure roll when the fire gets cookin’.  I shoulda been FD.  

‘Cept I hate ladders.  Go figure that one. 

MOUTH 

Can I have some water? 

TRUCK 

Fuck water, we got juice, Mouth, remember?  Juice, from the start!  Now get back 

down there and tell ‘em to bring in TV. 

MOUTH 

Truck, I can’t feel my arms. 

TRUCK 

Work blood back to that bone, boy.  Work it back because this is comeback time 

for America.  We might not ‘a been present at creation, but we sure are gonna ride 

high come rededication.  The great benefit for mankind.  Starts with the simple act 

‘a observation, ‘a speakin’ out when there’s an evil, the alien treadin’ our land.  

You hear that down there!  What they are!  And Khaki died for it, Mouth, he 

never realized it, but his death is part ‘a the siege.  The kind ‘a death that’s our 

history, human history.  People have to die for it to move forward.  Khaki’s one 

more body on the pile ‘a movin’ it all forward. 
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MOUTH 

He didn’t know. 

TRUCK 

What was that? 

MOUTH 

Khaki.  He didn’t know. 

TRUCK 

We’re not gonna have you talk to TV. 

MOUTH 

Truck, TV is about the accidents.  People know something’s up, and it’s getting 

attention. 

TRUCK 

I appreciate you climbed all the way up here, thinkin’ to somehow warn me, but 

I’m obviously in control ‘a the situation.  Up here I am the warnin’.  So get back 

down there to the rest ‘a the boys, the warnees, the union swarm, and tell them to 

get ready to fight. 

MOUTH 

Truck, listen, the union’s been, protesting, hordes at city hall. 

TRUCK 

The hell are they doin’ there?  Forget city hall, we need ‘em here! 

MOUTH 

They’re marching, like this whole thing is about the union verse the city.  One of 

the TV news got a part of a video, of us. 

TRUCK 

Us. 

MOUTH 

You, me, Aly. 

TRUCK 

Video. 

MOUTH 

Squanto. 
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TRUCK 

The snake. 

MOUTH 

It’s got everyone talking about a Muslim on the inside, working for the city, here 

in the building. 

TRUCK 

The snake in the field of rats! 

MOUTH 

They’re sending a chopper. 

TRUCK 

A chopper won’t help. 

MOUTH 

With a negotiator guy. 

TRUCK 

What’s there to negotiate? 

MOUTH 

Getting you down. 

TRUCK 

Gettin’ down is easy, gettin’ up is the hard part!  All the gettin’ up ‘a this get up.  

And they tear it down, Mouth, that’s all they are good for.  In fact, that’s what you 

tell ‘em.  Get back down there and tell ‘em.  When every last brown one is put 

into the ground!  That’s what the spiders don’t understand, the rats they think 

we’re the cowards.  And they like cowards because cowards lay down and they 

gnaw right into our skin. 

MOUTH 

Truck, I’m not going back down without you. 

TRUCK 

Well now you’re startin’ to sound a bit mouthy.  Here I am tryin’ to expose the 

underlyin’ danger, tryin’ to work the scene, and you’re gettin’ obscene with that 

mouth ‘a yours.  Know why I called you Mouth? 

MOUTH 

No. 
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TRUCK 

Cuz you know when to keep yours shut. 

MOUTH 

Truck, I’m trying to help. 

TRUCK 

Then get outta here.  Go back down and tell ‘em. 

MOUTH 

Tell ‘em what. 

TRUCK 

What I’ve been sayin’.  Should call you Ears, maybe you’d listen.  Maybe call 

you Eyes, you’d stare on your way down to the right spot, to the secret position ‘a 

hidden explosives tucked in the framework.  Maybe that Allah is delayin’ 

detonation ‘til after the ribbon is cut, after the doors fly open, when thousands 

from the strange land ‘a business stroll in here again, pleasantly millin’ about, 

when the next disaster strikes.  A disaster we can still stop. 

MOUTH 

Truck, they think you’re the disaster.  That you’re the danger. 

TRUCK 

Sit over there and don’t get dragged into this mess. 

MOUTH 

I’m already dragged. 

TRUCK 

Up ninety floors sure, but you’re clean, Mouth, you got nothin’ on your soul.  

Keep the spiders and the rats and the snake away from you. 

MOUTH 

That’s what I’ve been trying to tell you.  They arrested Mister Tyler. 

TRUCK 

They arrested John. 

MOUTH 

Yeah. 
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TRUCK 

When. 

MOUTH 

Earlier. 

TRUCK 

When earlier. 

MOUTH 

Today. 

TRUCK 

They did. 

MOUTH 

Yeah. 

TRUCK 

For what. 

MOUTH 

Um, I don’t know, fancy words.  Bad fancy words. 

TRUCK 

How do you know? 

MOUTH 

It was on TV. 

TRUCK 

Oh. 

MOUTH 

He was in cuffs.  On TV. 

TRUCK 

Well. 

MOUTH 

He was crying. 

TRUCK 

Play by your own rules and hope the game changes, ain’t a winnin’ formula. 
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MOUTH 

The cops wanted the rest of the video and Mister Tyler balked so they raided 

Buddies, thinking we had something to do with Khaki’s death.  They found the 

basement. 

TRUCK 

Huh. 

MOUTH 

They found… 

TRUCK 

Tyler’s stuff. 

MOUTH 

And your name. 

TRUCK 

Yeah. 

MOUTH 

They think you’re involved.  They’re here to arrest you. 

TRUCK 

There’s your lesson.  The heroes never stay heroes for long.  There’s always 

something dark. 

MOUTH 

I don’t think there’s anything dark about you.  I know the basement has nothing to 

do with you. 

TRUCK 

Then you’re the only one. 

MOUTH 

You’re still a hero, to the men, to me. 
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TRUCK 

You ever build on top ‘a your family’s grave?  Bet you never had to do it.  

Everyone here got paid to do it.  New York City paid everyone to build on my 

family’s grave.  Shit, I got paid to do it.  Then Ma found out.  She offed herself on 

the tenth anniversary.  I took her ashes down there, spread ‘em ‘round where I 

thought her other son might still be.  That was the first time I was back.  Second 

time was to erect.  Foreman!  Figure ‘a steel skeleton, floors skin smooth 

concrete.  Ever think a building looks like someone you know? 

MOUTH 

My sister. 

TRUCK 

Lazy spiders down there, Mouth, you’d think they’d know from second 

responders.  If I was a first responder, hell I coulda died with him.  Coulda been 

part ‘a his hell, belonged to it, coulda known worse-than-death.  Second 

responders?  All we do is battle the long daily rounds against memories, the ones 

so sticky they never leave, the ones that make us roll backwards over and over to 

that single moment in time, leavin’ us all spinnin’ in some timeless ground zero.  

Our post-dig life never fits with our pre-dig life. 

MOUTH 

You don’t have to be anything anymore to anybody. 

TRUCK 

But I do.  I left ground zero too soon.  One week ‘a diggin’ and took off thinkin’ 

I’d never find my brother’s body.  Then you hear about a father, stuck around 

diggin’ for months ‘til he finally found his son.  Pulled his son from the ash and 

brought his body home in a basket.  The stories ‘a people who digged for years.  I 

digged for a week.  I never stuck around long enough to see my brother home. 

MOUTH 

I’ve seen you, like this place is your freedom. 

TRUCK 

It’s freedom for everyone else, the people who saw it on TV, who had a friend of 

a friend.  For the second responders, the diggers, we’ll never have freedom.  This 

is anything but.  Freedom will be when the memories are dead, and that’s not 

gonna happen. 

MOUTH 

Truck, let’s get you outta here, okay?  Before the chopper shows. 
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TRUCK 

No, Mouth.  I’m here.  I’m the last stop, the last floor, it all has to go through me 

now.  Don’t’ ya see, I couldn’t allow this place to top out.  I thought I could, I 

thought bein’ a part ‘a it would end the quest for myself.  But building on his 

grave, her ashes, all the bodies, the hole those Ali Babas started that I kept open. 

MOUTH 

I don’t understand. 

TRUCK 

By the time we reached the eightieth floor I knew this was gonna get finished, 

topped out full.  And everyone below would fully die, in forgotten graves, 

unremembered memories.  And I played like it ain’t bothered me, but so does 

everyone else in this city.  So I started messin’ with things.  Little things.  A wire.  

A weld.  Bigger things.  A beam. 

MOUTH 

You. 

TRUCK 

Much bigger things.  A hoist. 

MOUTH 

This is crazy. 

TRUCK 

I been goin’ crazy for ninety floors.  The real crazy was, I thought about bringin’ 

a bomb up here. 

MOUTH 

Did you? 

TRUCK 

No.  I didn’t.  Because I love this country. 

MOUTH 

But you hate them more. 

TRUCK 

What have I done. 

MOUTH 

They’ll understand. 
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TRUCK 

I killed Khaki. 

MOUTH 

They’ll listen to you. 

TRUCK 

People don’t listen anymore. 

MOUTH 

They will, they know you. 

TRUCK 

Nobody listens, nobody remembers.  You forget what happened before, you reject 

what happens next. 

MOUTH 

They remember. 

TRUCK 

Nobody remembers. 

MOUTH 

I remember. 

TRUCK 

Mouth, you’re young, you’ll forget, just like all the rest ‘a them, they all forget. 

MOUTH 

Then we’ll have to keep telling the story.  In case they didn’t hear it the first time. 

MOUTH sings, slow. 

MOUTH 

The ironworker’s life is full of thrills 

You work up high where the footing’s still 

You build them bridges and the towers tall 

The pay you get seems mighty small 

TRUCK joins, two men singing. 
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MOUTH & TRUCK 

Swing that rigging and swing it fast 

Make that connection tight and last 

If you’d been born a millionaire 

You wouldn’t have to work in the cold, cold air 

Blackie and brownie and whitey and red 

Some of the boys are already dead 

They gave their lives for the job they love 

Get their pay from the man up above 

Sound of a chopper in the distance. 

TRUCK 

I won’t be taken.  I won’t be arrested, I won’t stand next to John Tyler in some 

court like some pawn to his plan.  I’m an ironworker, Mouth, that’s all I’ve ever 

been.  That’s what you’ll tell ‘em.  You tell ‘em Truck stood on the beam, on the 

bridge, on the memories, and he swung it to the last. 

TRUCK opens the plastic bag, revealing 

pouches, many little pouches like the pouch 

TYLER gave TRUCK in ACT II. 

TRUCK 

Never took one for myself.  All for the widows and orphans, in case their brothers 

or their sons workin’ for me never came home at the end ‘a the day.  All ‘a 

Tyler’s payoff right here.  I’m givin’ it to you. 

A spotlight swings above and through the 

framing. 

TRUCK 

I want you to have it. 

MOUTH 

Truck, I can’t take that. 
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TRUCK 

I took it from Tyler for the construction company hirin’ non-union.  This is what 

brought you here. 

MOUTH 

Dirty money. 

TRUCK 

Clean money.  Union money.  Keep it safe.  You’re a union man now, Mouth, no 

matter what anybody else says, you’re part ‘a the union.  We take care ‘a each 

other. 

MOUTH 

Don’t do this.  Whatever it is, they’ll understand you didn’t mean to kill anybody. 

TRUCK 

They got rats in the spiders.  Rats in this place.  I can’t bear to see it. 

Sound of a chopper, loud. 

TRUCK puts down his hard hat. 

TRUCK 

My brother.  My Ma. 

TRUCK steps to where the outside materials 

hoist used to be. 

MOUTH 

Truck. 

TRUCK 

Tell ‘em...tell ‘em I never died. 

TRUCK jumps. 

The roar of the chopper. 

Lights shift. 
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S CE NE 18  

Soft organ music. 

ALY into the cone of light. 

ALY 

Excuse me, hi, I, uh, realize it isn’t normal to interrupt funerals but everyone’s 

probably been staring as much at me as the coffin. 

The city, the attorney people, ordered me to be here, as if it would somehow ease 

tension, but I’m thinking sitting in the front row only raises it. 

Mikey, my old boss, Truck’s friend, who’s also here today might be better to 

speak, since I didn’t know Truck as well, and since engineers aren’t the most 

eloquent speakers, but I guess with that video circling around this has more to do 

with us than it does with Truck. 

Which is a shame. 

Because as I was listening to others talk here I was thinking there might be this 

sort of injustice by not sharing the truth. 

How it might be important for the grieving to know about the real Truck, from my 

perspective, and I know it’s only my perspective, but I thought you should 

know...that in the end...Truck was a great man. 

It’s true. 

Truck was a great man because he woke up every day wanting to prove America 

to America. 

See, he knew America is not an experiment, and it’s not a dream, because we’re 

living it, all of us living it, day to day, wide awake, depending on each other to 

stay awake. 

And for that reason Truck never wanted his America to sleep on America.  My 

America, too, by the way.  An America Truck and I shared. 

And the truth of our America is that there is far more bravery than treachery.  

There’s far more caring than hatred, more kindness than bigotry, if you look for it.  

If you’re awake enough to see it. 
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ALY [CONT] 

Especially after bad things happen, I mean really bad things, when individual 

hearts are no longer capable of opening up again, American borders do and my 

father is safe.  American schools open their doors, his son gets to learn.  New 

buildings open, and I go to work. 

That’s America’s power.  Its real strength. 

My father once said a man who never crosses a bridge lives a short life, and if 

that’s true then maybe teaching a man to climb into the clouds gives long life, and 

if that’s true, then Truck, I only wish I could have done the same for you. 

God bless you. 

Lights shift. 
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S CE NE 19  

The 90th floor. 

MOUTH talks towards the audience.  He 

carries SQUANTO’s cell phone. 

MOUTH 

I never saw Squanto again. 

But I did find this in my work boot.  It was resting against the heel with a note 

attached: ‘fuck you.’ 

But I knew what he meant. 

Anyway, this whole session with you has been about diagnosing my mental 

health, if I’m stable enough to go on ironworking. 

Not sure about stable, otherwise why’d I even walk steel in the first place. 

Not sure about stable, but I’m sure about change. 

I’ve changed cuz I’m telling you everything; everything you didn’t want to hear, 

everything you needed to hear. 

I told you and I’ll keep on telling you. 

Cuz my name is Mouth and I speak for everyone buried down there, and when I 

stop speaking you’ll know I’m dead, too. 

ALY 

Mouth! 

MOUTH 

Truck said that. 

As the start of the play, we hear in the 

background sledgehammers, beams 

clanging into place, welding, drilling, etc. 

ALY 

Hey, Mouth! 
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MOUTH 

Aly. 

ALY 

Hi. 

MOUTH 

You’re…? 

ALY 

Reinstated. 

MOUTH 

Me, too.  It’s good to see you up here. 

ALY 

Yeah? 

MOUTH 

Maybe, yeah. 

ALY 

Gets me out of the office at least, you know? 

MOUTH 

Not so much, no. 

ALY 

Feels right seeing cranes raising beams.  Connectors snapping ‘em in place. 

MOUTH 

[Taking out a marker] Apparently, it’s a tradition the men sign their names to the 

inside wall.  In case they don’t name a bridge after us. 

ALY 

How about we top out, then we sign. 

MOUTH 

Deal. 

ALY 

So.  What now? 

MOUTH puts on TRUCK’s hardhat. 
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MOUTH 

Back to work. 

MOUTH goes to the man hoist, steps on. 

He yanks the lever. 

But this time the main hoist rises up, 

towards the 91st floor. 

And as MOUTH ascends... 

E N D O F PL A Y.  


